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Students strive to help Africans tell own stories

,

by NICK SMELSER
student reporter
JORDAN BAILEY
assistant copy editor

~,

photo by NICK MICHAEL I the Petit Jean
Tyler Jones adjusts the tripod for his camera before interviewing Kelsey Sherrod for the trailer of the Kujilana Project. Jones, Sherrod and two other students will be traveling to Mozambique this summer to put
cameras in the hands of members of the Yao tribe, letting them film their tribe's stories and traditions.

Africa is often shown in a
negative light. The war, genocide
and disease are all that people
usually see when they are shown
videos of Africa. Though these
are issues, and they are true, they
do not define Africa. Africa is a
beautiful place, and this summer
four college students are taking
video cameras to Mozambique
to show Africa in a new light,
through the eyes of the Yao, a
group ofpeople united by ethnicity and common language who
live in Mozambique, Malawi
and Tanzania.
Harding students Tyler
Jones, Nick Michael and Kelsey
Sherrod will be leaving in early
June with Samford University
student Maribeth Browning to
head to northern Mozambique,
an area that has been victim to

30 years of war.
"We've become numb to a
lot of the images that have come
out of Africa,"Jones said, "And
unfortunately the people holding the camera have been white,
western journalists."
The group will be meeting up
with current visiting missionaries
Kyle and Ginger Holton. Kyle
and Ginger and their children
Asher, Eli and Eden will return
at the end of May to live in
Mozambique and continue their
work with the Yao in Nomba
Village.
The Holtons run a non-profit
organization and resource center
called Malo Ga Kujilana, which
means "place ofreconciliation" in
the local language, Chiyao. Rusty
andAnne Caldwell founded Malo
Ga Kujilana with the Holtons,
and both families will host the
film group.
Jones, Michael, Sherrod and
Browning call their effort the
Kujilana Project. The project seeks

change by putting the cameras
in the hands of the Africans and
letting them tell their story.
"You've heard ofparticipatory
journalism, you know,integrating
into a culture to give }'Qurjournalism context,"Michael said. "The
twist here is that Africans will
be participating in our journalism. We'll be handing them our
cameras and saying 'Take it. You
tell your own story. We are not
qualified to tell it for you."'
Jones said the team hopes
that through the film they will
offer Africans a unique way to
tie themselves back to the way
things once were. They want to
empower Africans through the
ownership of their image.
The team said they plan to
spend a week getting to know
the Yao once they get to Mozambique, give four or five people
cameras, journey into the bush
and find some elders who have
lived through the wars.
see AFRICA page 3a

Rocket team set to launch in April SA re-vote ends
by JESSICA COPELAND
student report er
The Harding University F1ying
Bison rocket team is launching
April 18 at the University Student
Launch Initiation at NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center
in Huntsville, Ala.
The NASA Web site states
that USU is "a competition that
challenges university-level students
to design, build and fly a reusable
rocket with scientific payload to
one mile in altitude."
The competition will feature
rockets from 22 teams from across
the nation. Most teams are affiliated with other universities.
The teams are evaluated on the
performance and design of their
rocket. The Preliminary Design
Review, Critical Design Review,
and Flight Readiness Review
are carried out by scientists and
engineers from NASA Officials
will be at the competition to
oversee rocket launches and
make sure each team passes
safety regulations.
The Harding University F1ying
Bison has about 10 members, and
they spend three to four hours
a week working on the rocket.
Megan Bush, a biochemistry
and molecular biology major,
has been on the rocket team
the past three years. The Bush

said the team has not won the
competition the past two years,
but Bush she hopes this year's
rocket will be a success.
"We've been working hard,
and I think it will show this
April," Bush said.
Each member of the team
specializes in a different part of
the launch.Junior Greg Lyons,
the team leader, works on each
part of the rocket and helps the
other members with theirs. He
said that he learned a lot about
rockets from Brett Keller. a Harding graduate who lead the team
during his time at Harding.
Bush and the team sponsor,
Dr. Ed Wilson, are contributing
with research on spectroscopy of
hybrid rocket fuel This research is
funded by a grant from Arkansas
Space Grant Consortium.
The rocket team is currently
building a test stand behind the
science building to hold rocket
motors for data acquisition. Once
this is completed, the team will
be able to make final preparations
on the eight-foot-tall rocket.
"They have been altering the
fins and length ofthe rocket, along
with the parachute and telemetry
equipment,"Bush said. "This will
hopefully insure a safe recovery
of the rocket after launch at this
photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I the Bison
year's competition."
Rocket team members Greg Lyons and Kenny Powers inspect last
see ROCKET page 3a

year's rocket to discover things to improve on their current rocket.

in run-off again
After contest, Vanderburg and
Clifton to compete on Friday
by SARAH KYLE

prolong the electoral process,
Vanderburg and Clifton said
they understood Dullnig's
The Student Association of position and would have done
Harding University will host something similar if they had
a run-offbetween presidential been in his position.
"I think that it is imcandidates Bryan Clifton and
Sky Vanderburg Friday, April portant for the legitimacy
10, along with the run-offor of the SA for next year to
be as completely open as
vice president.
The SA hosted a re-elec- possible with this, so I think
tion between the original it was the right decision,"
candidates Wednesday, April Vanderburg said.
With each candidate once
8. One thousand, six hundred
ninety-one students voted in again vying for the presithe re-election, almost the dential office, each said they
exact same number as in the brought something unique to
primary election, with 818 the table that would benefit
votes for Clifton, 449 for the student body.
Vanderburg, 424 for Nathan
With service the main goal
Dullnig and 10 students of his campaign, Vanderburg
choosing to abstain.
said that his unique ability
The re-election occurred and experience with service
when Nathan Dullnig, a for- set him apart from Clifton
mer presidential candidate, and Dullnig.
contested the initial election
"I've really spent a lot of
on Wednesday, April 1, after time on personal growth,
campus-wide difficulties going over to Africa and
with the electronic voting learning things," Vanderprocess.
burg said.
see VOTE page 3a
While the contest did
staff reporter

Harding groups Marketing association travels to
prepare to do
Dallas for education, relaxation
Earth Day work
by BILLIE PIETERS
student reporter

by SAM HOLSCHBACH
features editor
In efforts encompassing
Harding and Searcy, environmental exposes on April 21
and 22 will feature recycling
education programs and
habitat restoration service
projects in conjunction with
the Bisons for Christ Day
of Service.
"Here in Searcy, there is
not a large presence when
it comes to environmental
activism and education," said
sophomore Andrew Burnett,
a member of Harding's
Roosevelt Institution, which
is heavily involved in the
exposes' development.
"We feel that there's a need.
We're not in Portland where
all the buses are plastered with
'recycle' and where everyone's
driving a hybrid. n
Championed by the
Roosevelt Institution and
HUmaniry, the expose on
April 21 will focus primarily
on recycling education, as
student organizations will
set up booths on the front
lawn in the afternoon to disseminate information related

to proper recycling methods
and other environmental issues on campus. Live acoustic
music, a bird walk and fresh
produce from the HUmanity community garden will
tentatively supplement the
event's eco-friendly atmosphere.
"I hope we can really raise
awareness for the recycling
program," said senior Karie
Cross, president of the Roosevelt Institution. "That's my
main goal because I think a
lot of stuff still gets thrown
away or gets recycled improperly.
"People forget to empty
out the plastic bottles and
will put the lids in there,
and they're not supposed to
even though there's a sign.
Or they don't rinse out the
aluminum cans like they're
supposed to."
In addition to recycling,
students will learn of projects that the Environmental
Stewardship Committee - a
group of mostly Harding faculty members who endeavor
to make Harding "greener"
- is implementing.
see EARTH page 3a

The people who brought
Harding Pizza Wars, BBQWars,
The Long Drive Contest and The
White County Hospital Fashion
Show recently met up with some of
America's top marketing teams.
Harding's chapter of the
American Marketing Association
took a trip to Dallas last weekend
for what sponsor Lori Sloan said
is an incentives trip.
"They have worked hard all
year long, and we're going to go
celebrate," Sloan said.
The group consists of the top
10 students who have worked
hard to earn points volunteering
and participating on marketing
projects. Also on the trip will be
professors Lori Sloan, Rich Brown,
Randy McLeod and Rees Jones,
an adjunct professor and graduate
of Harding.
This was the AMA's third trip
to Dallas. While there, the group
toured and met with the ad agency
Bella Vida, CBS Outdoors and
The Richards Group. They also
met up with Harding alumnus
Tom Heffington, the division
manager at Starbucks.
On Saturday, April 4, the
students had the opportunity to
get an inside view of an event
entitled Beauty Live at the Galleria

photo courtesy of ERICA GREER
Members of Harding's chapter of the American Marketing Association stand outside a Starbucks Coffee
location with Tom Heffington, the district manager of Starbucks, on their trip to Dallas April 7.
Mall.Top designers and makeup
artists from Los Angeles were at
the event.
Sn1dents also had ski box seats
to the Dallas Stars hockey game
on Saturday night. Jim Merritt
ofMerritt Hawkins and Associates, a medical recruitment firm,
hosted them. Merritt also had
the group over for a barbeque at

his ranch.
"Ifwe could be gone a whole
week, God would definitely fill
up our space," Sloan said.
Sloan also said that they had
to turn down touring Southwest
Airlines and Brinker International,
which owns restaurants - Chili's,
On the Border, .l'vlaggiano's and
Macaroni Grill. The trip was paid

for by donations.
"Luckily we have a lot of
Harding graduates and friends
that support the programs here
and really see the value in students
coming to these different areas,"
Sloan said.
The late CharlesWalker fuunded
Harding's chapter of the AMA
almost 50 years ago.
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Apple charges new
prices for iTunes
Apple launched a three-tier price structure for iTunes
on Tuesday, allowing labels to charge varying track
prices for the first time.
Although Apple previously insisted on a single-price
music policy which charged $.99 per song, the new
price structure allows record companies to charge $.69,
$.99 or $1.29. Hit songs will likely now cost $1.29,
while new songs remain at $.99 and older songs fall to
$.69.
Along with price changes, all songs will eventually be
DRM-free. Apple currently has a deal with four major record labels, including Sony, Universal and Warner Music,
to sell unprotected music files.
Apple's main music selling competitors, like Amazon
MP3 Store, Wa~art's digital music store and eMusic,
have all been selling DRM-free music for over a year.

Foreign aid program
successful in AIDS relief
The AIDS death toll has decreased by 1.2 million
from 2004 to 2007 in a dozen African countries thanks
to the U.S. foreign aid program, researchers said
Monday.
The President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, started by George W. Bush in 2003, lowered the disease's
death rate an average
of 10.5 percent a year
for those countries.
$18.8 billion has
been spent in treatment for people already
infected with AIDS and
HIV, making it the largest single U.S. foreign
aid program for health in history. The plan devoted a
smaller amount to prevention programs focused on
sexual abstinence.
In July 2008, Congress reauthorized the relief
program and increased funding to $48 billion through
2013. This money will go toward the expansion of
disease targets to include tuberculosis and malaria while
removing the emphasis on sexual abstinence.
photo by NOAH DARNELL

Hurricane season
predictions released
Forecasters predict an average season of tropical
storms and hurricanes for the Atlantic basin, which
includes the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico.
Colorado State University's 2009 hurricane forecast
team has predicted 12 named storms, half being hurricanes. Two of the anticipated hurricanes are expected
to reach the level of major hurricanes (Category 3, 4 or
5) and have wind speeds of 111 mph.
"Based on our latest forecast, the probability of a
major hurricane making landfall along the U.S. coastline
is 54%, compared with the last-century average of
52%," lead forecaster Phil Klotzbach of the Colorado
State team said.
Colorado State's Tropical Meteorology Project's
predictions have been used by insurance companies,
emergency managers and the media to warn Americans
about the coming season's hurricane threat.
Hurricane season starts on June 1 and ends Nov. 30.
The first named storm of the season will be Ana.

Beverage consumption
linked to weight loss
Cutting back on sugary drinks may have a bigger
impact on weight loss than cutting back on solid foods,
researchers said in the latest issue of the American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition.
The researchers
studied changes in
beverage consump- _
tion over an 18
month timeframe
to see the affect on
the weight of 810
adults.
Beverages were
divided into seven categories including sugar-sweetened
beverages, diet drinks, milk, 100 percent juice, coffee
and tea with sugar, coffee and tea without sugar and
alcoholic beverages.
Of these types, only sugar-sweetened drinks signifr
cantly affected weight loss. By cutting just one serving
per day resulted in a weight loss of 1.1 pounds at 6
months and 1.4 pounds at 18 months.

Students purchase Kibo Group coffee beans from business majors in the Mabee Business Building Thursday, April 2. A group of bus~
ness majors will be selling coffee beans and handmade Busoga bead bracelets and necklaces in the student center April 10 and 11
to raise money for the Kibo Group, a non-profit organization formed to aid Africans in poverty stricken areas. A booth will be in front
of the bookstore all day today and Saturday. Bags of regular and decaffeinated whole-bean coffee and bracelets will be sold for $10,
standard necklaces for $15 and long necklaces for $20.

"As they say during the
presidential caucuses, 'As
Iowa goes, so goes the
nation."'
- Richard Socarides, a
former senior advisor to President Bill Clinton on gay civil
rights, in response to the Iowa
Supreme Court's decision to
overturn a ban on same-sex
marriage.

"I'm sitting here saying,
"My immediate reaction
'What am I doing? What
was anger: How dare
anyone take a photograph am I doing?"'
- Howard Leshner, 54,
of my home without my
on
his
unemployment
as the U.S.
consent?"

- Number of prospective students and their parents
visiting for Bison Daze this weekend. When added
to the people visiting for Spring Sing, an estimated
12,000 to 15,000 guests will be on campus.

unemployment rate climbed to
8.5%, the highest it has been in
a quarter-century.

- Paul Jacob, resident
of Broughton, after preventing Google's Street View car
from photographing his home.
Google's mission to map roads
and homes around the world
with 360° images has caused
complaints of privacy violation.

"It's the worst tragedy
since the start of the millennium."

"We do this in the spirit of
resetting the relationship
"The world will be what
between indigenous and
nonindigenous Australians you make of it. You can
and building trust."
choose to build new
- Jenny Macklin, Austrabridges instead of buildlia's Indigenous Affairs Minister,
ing new walls."
on formally adopting the United
Nations Declaration of the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples.

- Guido Bertolaso, of
Italy's Civil Protection Department, in response to the powerful earthquake that struck central
Italy. The quake has killed at
least 70 people and left tens of
thousands homeless.

- President Obama,
speaking to a group of Turkish
students at a town hall in Istanbul.

Local Weekend Movie Guide
The Rialto Theater

Searcy Cinema 8

100 W Race Ave
Searcy, AR 72143

2933 East Race Street
Searcy, AR 72143

(501) 305-3456

(501) 268-6699
Doors open at 7 p.m., show starts at 7:30
Matinee for Saturday and Sunday: Doors open at
1:30 p.m., show starts at 2
All movies are $2
This week's movie: Paul Blart: Mall Cop

400

I the Petit Jean

The Last House on
the Left
1:45 6:45 9: 15
Observe and Report
• The Haunting in
2:15 7:15 9:30
Connecticut
Fast & Furious
Monsters vs. Aliens
2:00 7:00 9: 10

2:00 7:00 9:20

2:30 7:30 9:30

I Love You Man

Race to Witch
Mountain

2:15 7:15 9:25
Knowing
1:45 6:45 9:15
Taken
9:20

2:30 7:30

Hannah Montana
The Movie

1:45 6:45 9:15
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Group fasts to Student groups focus on service
help starving
by JORDAN BAILEY
assistant copy editor

by SAM HOLSCHBACH
features editor

About 100 students fasted
between March 27 and 28 in
Harding's first 30 Hour Famine,
an international movement
sponsored by World Vision
that raises money for starving
children around the world The
students went without food for
30 hours to gain a deepened
empathy for the hungry.
"The whole point is to raise
money and send it to World
Vision, and then it goes to all
these people to help them get
clean water, medical care, school
and food," said freshman Erin
Stone, service director of the
Omega Lambda Chi social club,
which sponsored the famine.
"It helps them find ways to
provide for themselves."
Beyond fasting for 30 hours,
about 15 individuals participated
in famine events, ranging from
listerung to devotionals, watching DVDs and YouTube videos
and playing a "tribal game" that
World Vision devised as a way
for game participants to relate
to the daily challenges hungry
peoplefu:e. Bible professors Kyle
Holton and Devin Swindle led
devotionals and prayers.
Familiar with the famine
from her high school days, Stone
initiated the event with fellow
club member freshman Debrah
Gatton as a means of helping
others beyond their club.
Stone said that the idea
came up while discussing
possible service projects with
Gatton.
"[I asked] What's something that we could do that
would make an impact on the
campus, not only on the club?'
This [famine] is something that
came to mind," Stone said.
Stone said the activities
during the fast were intended
to deepen participants' faith.
For freshman Calista Harris, \vatching a World Vision
DVD paralleling the life of

two teenagers-one ofwhom
lived in America, the other,
Africa - resulted in personal
reflections.
"[The DVD] talked about
this girl that complained about
wanting a bigger bed, higher
thread count sheets and stuff,"
Harris said. "It switched over
to this girl about the same age
in Africa who slept on the
floor with five siblings and her
grandmother ... It just really hit
home for me- how much we
really do take for granted."
Harris said her hunger was
a "gnawing"and that the fasting
was difficult.
"We went to Wal-Mart
to buy food for the dinner,"
Harris said. "We went to the
bakery section. Oh, there were
donuts and everything and we
were like 'oh, donuts!"'
Other participants found that
other challenges overshadowed
the fast. Freshman Gil Gildner
said, they believed that finding
time to participate and help out
was the largest obstacle. Gildner
contributed more than 16 hours
to designing the flyers, sitting
at the famine's booth in the
Student Center and creating
a chapel video that was not
shown due to limited time.
Despite the challenges, the
event proved to be a fulfilling
undertaking that opened participants'eyes to the struggles of
consistently hungry people.
"It kind of made me think
ofwhen }'Qur parents say,'There
are starving kids in Africa; clean
your plate,"'Harris said "You're
just like, 'Oh, yeah, okay.' And
you don't think about it, and
you waste. These people, they
really have nothing."
Stonesaidshehopesthee\el'lt
rontinually b!O'dden.s participants'
world views and compels them
to serve others.
"I hope it opens people's
eyes to what's going on in
our world," Stone said. "As
Christians, we're called upon
to try to help a bit."

Many Harding events and organizations have rich histories, but as the people
involved have changed, the programs have
developed in new directions. Bisons for
Christ is an example of an organization
that has undergone such changes.
The theme for this year's Bisons for
Christ Day of Service, an afternoon of
community outreach on Wednesday April
22, is "Do Work."
"Do Work" is a catchy phrase from
MTV that the students can identify with,"
executive committee member Liz Howell
said. "It fits our theme for this year and is
biblical."
According to Howell, Bisons for Christ is
a tool for community outreach throughout the
year and builds on the Day of Service.
The Day of Service was sponsored by the
Student Association, but a few years ago the
SA was unable to plan it, so Howell went
to President David Burks and offered to
organize the event. Howell had previous
experience planning the Day of Caring at
White County Medical Center.
Burks suggested she ask campus minister Todd Gentry to assist her, and they
have been involved with Bisons for Christ
since that time. Bisons for Christ is built
upon the foundation of the work students
put into the Day of Service, but the new
executive committee provides continuity
from year to year.
The executive committee includes Howell,
Gentry and several students who have been
recommended by faculty or volunteered.
Howell said the committee could use more
faculty involvement, and memorable lessons
can be taught outside the classroom when
faculty is involved in service.

Jacqueline Carroll, junior from Searcy,
is one of the people working to encourage
dorm wings to volunteer together. Carol
Spears has started working at the Rock
House and has also been vital in making
the organization of the event more efficient,
according to Howell.
"When we are made aware of a need,
we try to help," Howell said. "We believe
that if it is only a cup of water or raking
a yard that we are letting them see Jesus
through our work. Matthew 25:35 to 40
is the passage that is the heart of Bisons
for Christ."
This year Bisons for Christ's Day of
Service is on Earth Day, so several projects
have been planned to promote conservation
and protecting the environment. Social
clubs, athletic teams and many other groups
are participating in a variety of projects to
serve the community.
Howell said that Bisons for Christ helps
the relationship between college students
and Searcy residents.
"It is hard to discount 2,000 hard-working, caring and polite students who want to
help no strings attached," Howell said. "Their
actions speak louder than any words."
Christians in Action is the new name of
another service organization that reaches
out to the community an<l has transformed.
Harding in Action became Christians in
Action because the group is not officially
affiliated with Harding, and the name was
a liability issue.
Liz Larson works with Gentry, campus
minister, at the Rock House, to oversee the
organization. There is also a council with
three members - Alexandra Loan, Beth
Cantrell and Rachel Gelpi.
Larson said she became involved with
Harding in Action before the name change
when a girl in her club who was on the

council at the time asked if she was interested in joining the group. Eventually,
Larson joined the council, and she now
leads Christians in Action.
The group is involved in service projects for
community members. Larson said th" most
common calls she receives are about people
who need help moving. Other jobs 111clude
raking leaves, changing light bulbs, <loing
manual labor chores and baby sittin~.
Larson said some of the most interesting requests she has received have come
from a woman who is opening a co isignment shop. The woman has requeste I help
painting a mural and painting stripes in
the parking lot.
People call the Rock House and either
she or other council members contact
volunteers from the list of 100 to 150
members and set convenient times tor the
volunteers to serve.
"We don't really do events," Larson said.
"We get requests from the community ...
and organize groups of students."
The one event that CIA is involved in
organizing is the afternoon of service in
conjunction with Bisons for Christ
Larson said she recommends JOtning
Christians in Action because there are no
weekly meetings, it takes little time • nd it
costs nothing.
"There's really only as much responsibility as you want," Larson said. "It's a
great way to affect the commun1 y and
show them that it's not a bad thin!! to be
a college town."
For more information or to become
involved with Christians in Actio1 , contact Larson via Facebook, e-mail her at
hardinginaction@gmail.com or stop by the
Rock House. To participate in Bisons for
Christ, sign up in the student cente or at
the Rock House.

EARTH: many projects to take place on Earth Day to create lasting project
CONTINUED from page 1 a

Students will show environ- to be that day."
There has been discussion mental awareness presentations
Students can participate in
about introducing reusable to local high school students, Earth Day service projects for
take-out boxes to the cafeteria, who may in turn participate the Day of Service by signing
as opposed to the current plastic in environmental projects that up in the student center when
foam boxes.
will produce data for Harding's sign-up is announced in chapel.
Because of city laws, compost biology department to analyze Alternatively, they can contact
created from the student center for their study purposes.
Crowder or any Roosevelt
vendors like Taco Bell and Java
"It's a program designed to get member.
City cannot be reused on campus, high school students out there
In addition to the expose
but the compost can and is be- and learning and active in the plans, the Roosevelt Institution,
ing transported to HUmanity's environment," said sophomore HUmanityand the Envirorunental
community garden to foster Leah Crowder.
Stewardship Committee anticifresh produce.
Crowder is a Roosevelt In- pate organizing a campus-wide
On Earth Day, April 22, five stitution member and liaison environmental expo for next fall
environmental service projects between th e Institution and that will feature politicians and
facilitated by the Roosevelt the Environmental Stewardship possibly the governor, in addition
planning continues for trip Institution
and Environmental Committee.
to merging many campus groups
CONTINUED from page 1 a raising: they have a blog, Web Stewardship Committee will
"Hopefully this is going to together on the front lawn.
They are then going to let site, Twitter page, Facebook comprise a segment of the be the beginning of a bigger
This idea of a large-scale
Africans fihn the stories ofelders group and Flickr album online, available projects for the Day program," Crowder said. "We're expo was the original plan for
who remember the early times as well as a PayPal account. Links of Service: 1) Students wearing kind of planting a seed for the April 22 until it was tweaked to
of Mozambique and take these to other media like the trailer hip-waders and gloves will enter future right now ... it's not 'let's accommodate Bisons for Christ,
stories back to the villages to they filmed and brochures they Gin Creek to remove debris do this project and present it.' It's which en tails many students
show to the tribes.
designed to advertise the project from the creek bed, which will 'let's start a project and make it serving in the community
According to Michael, the are also available through the restore wildlife habitat. 2) Newly part of our school system.'"
instead of residing primarily
stories will serve as the start- Web site, Kujilana.com.
planted native trees behind the
Barrett said the Roosevelt on campus.
up in a video library, which
Something people will notice Ganus Athletic Center will Institution views these environ"I want leaders to really look
will archive village events and when they look at the team is be painted with eco-friendly mental events from a permanent forward to seeing what [the
oral history.
a change from many mission paint to deter beavers that have standpoint.
Roosevelt Institution] is doing
"It's time that Africa is teams: none of them are Bible gnawed down other trees near
"When it comes to Roosevelts and how they can be involved
allowed to speak for herself," majors.Jones is a political science Gin Creek.
involvement with the [Day of with us along with this huge
Jones said. "This project isn't major, Michael and Sherrod are
3) Four or five Purple Martin Service], what we're doing with event," Burnett said. "We can
about us. We just want to English majors and Browning houses will be assembled and this event is creating something recruit and employ every student
offer a microphone. Because is a journalism major.
erected on 15 feet poles in strategic that is sustainable, that's going on this campus in some way. It
film serves as a natural bridge
Michael said they want to locations on campus. 4) Three to be going on in the future," is going to be that big."
• for oral cultures to preserve show that every profession can bat houses will be installed. 5) Burnett said. "It's not just going
The Roosevelt Institution is a
their meaning as globalization do mission work. The team
spreads."
seeks to use their talents to fill
,
Each member of the team a specific need of the people of
weight may be problem
raised money to get to Africa Africa in a holistic way.
through the Global Outreach
"This says we care about more
CONTINUED from page 1 a cool enough thing that pretty
Internship at Harding, so all than filling your belly or plantThe team puts its rockets much anybody enjoys [them],"
of them are Harding interns. ing your fields," Michael said.
through test flights in Memphis. Lyons said.
They are now in the process of "Those are important, but so is
The last test occurred just after
Bush said the best part about
appealing to churches and indi- your imagination. Creativity is
Spring Break, Lyons said, and the rocket team is "interacting
vidual donors to raise $10,000 a commodity, too. When people
it went "perfect."
with people who are science
so they can make, produce and can film their own stories, they
"No hitches, all the parachutes majors but aren't in my field
can create their own meaning.
advertise the film.
Check real-time
deployed at the right time and of study."
The team has developed a And that's something to get
that's that," he said.
Lyons, a physics and mathbank
balances on
multimedia approach to fund- excited about."
However, the rocket that ematics major, said he did not
your web enabled
will fly in the competition plan on working with rockets
cell phone at
students seek productive year has encountered so me issues. after college, but said that he
liberty2go.com.
CONTINUED from page 1a campus that would aid him in When all the components were was using his time on the team
assembled, the rocket weighed in to develop leadership skills.
Vanderburg also said it would the re-election.
at
13 pounds, which is "grossly
"You learn a lot about }'Qurself,
be important for the next SA
"If anything, I would say that
president to be diverse, a quality I'm more a candidate of the larger than what we projected and you learn about what the
other people are willing to do
he said he has.
people,"Dullnig said. "I feel like it to be," Lyons said.
A ccording to computer and what they aren't willing to
"You have to be multi-faceted I know a lot of different types
LIBERTY~
because being SA president is a of people on campus, whether simulations that take weight into do," Lyons said. "At the end of
BANK~
OF ARKANSAS•
difficult job, and your power to it be people who are in clubs account, the rocket should only the day, it's also pretty cool to
see one of these things go up.
do things for students is totally or not in social clubs ... I just reach 4,000 feet in flight.
Real Banking
• dependent on how }'QU work with want to use that to bring the
"Unless we figure out how It's nice and loud and noisy
liberty2go.com IDllJS
to lose a lot of weight really and ... pretty."
the students and the administra- campus together."
we
don't
stand
much
of
fast,
tion," Vanderburg said.
Dullnig said that now, with
Experience was the battle Vanderburg and Clifton the a chance," he said.
In addition to the comcry of Clifton's campaign, only candidates remaining,
petition,
NASA requires the
something he said would give he remains confident that the
him the ability to fulfill promises SA will be in good hands and rocket team to do outreach
and help the student body in plans to continue working with projects. The team members
have traveled to schools and
a variety of ways, from a new the SA.
military
bases to demonstrate
and improved laundry system
"Whoever wins in the runto opening up the parking lot off will do a great job, and I'm and teach others about their
behind the Rhodes field house excited to see how that works rocket.
"Being on the rocket team
out," Dullnig said.
for overnight parking.
"Getting stuff done, there's
Vanderburg and Clifton said has allowed me to get real-life
600 South Remington ·Searcy, AR 72143 • (501) 279-4341
no questions about my track they were glad to see so many experience in the professional
DANNY WOOD, Manager • Email: hardingpress@harding.edu
record," Clifton said. "I can and students vote and hope the student world," Bush said. "We have
will get stuff done if given the body's enthusiasm continues in done everything from writing
papers to traveling and presentopportunity and if given the the run-off Friday.
ing
at conferences."
ideas by the students. "
"I think the more people that
Lyons said presentations are
Dullnig said that it was his you have vote, the better the SA.
ability to relate to a variety I look forward to the run-off normally well-received.
"Rockets are usually a
of students across Harding's Friday," Clifton said.

" Hopefully this
is going to be the
beginning of a bigger
program. We're kind
of planting a seed for
the future right now
... it's not ' let's do this
project and present it.'
It's ' let's start a project
and make it part of our
school system."'
Leah ( rowder
roosevelt inst1•ut1on

AFRICA:

ROCKET:

mlmbcr
national think tank that fornishes
students with opportun tics to
create progressive policie~ on the
local, state and national levels.
The Harding chapter of Roosevelt is particularly interested in
environmental awareness work
because ofits link to Christian
responsibility.
"Why we're involved in
environmental issues is not
because we're somewh •• t of a
barefoot or a grassroots hippie organization, but because
we feel that it [environmental
stewardship] aligns itself with
faith-based ideals,"Burnctt said.
"It's responsible."
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r's finally here. No, I'm nor
referring co Spring Sing. No,
I'm nor talking about baseball's
Opening Day. And no, l'm not even
excited for Easter. \'{'hat I am glad is
here is the Bison's Web sire.
In my first-ever column as editor
of this paper, I discussed our Web
sire and rhe plans we had for it.
That was lase semesrer, at the very
beginning of the school year. Well,
after months of waiting, it has
arrived.
Ar thebisonnews.com, we will be
uploading all the stories from each
issue, as well as news during the week
shortly after anything of interest
occurs. We have already been able to
rake ad van rage of this perperual news
cycle by reporting on the Student
Association election updates and
changes that have taken place all this
week.
At rhe moment, we do nor have a
comment feature or photo galleries
o n rhe sire, along with other features
we would like to have.
We decided we would rather
have the sire up a nd running in an
incomplete form than go the entire
year wirhour a Web site.
"These features, however, will
be implemented at some poinr
(defin itely by next yea r) , which will
make rhebisonnews.com a center for
campus dialogue on current issues
and events at H arding.
One way this can already take
place, rhough, is by creating a user
account o n the site. If you are logged
inro rhe site, on rhe right side of
the main page is a link to submit an
article. Registered users can submit
articles about anyrhing, whether
news, opinions, sports or features.
Articles can therefore be
submitted directly to the Web
sire. They will go through the
same editorial process something
submitted to the physical paper
would, for style (like grammar and
such) and content (we do nor, for
example, allow profanity) but will
appear o n rhe Web site immediately
after, rather than having to wait for a
print issue co come o ut.
The Bison is also branching out
with a "!w itter feed (www.twitter.
com/thebisonnews) and a Facebook
page. We hope co ucilize chese
tools to better reach our audience:
namely, Harding's student body. I
hope you choose to participate in
chem .
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely financed by students, seeking to provide high-quality journalistic discussion of issues of
concern to the Harding community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned
in the classroom.
The Bison recognizes its responsibility to be accurate and objective in its
reporting while upholding the Christian ideals for wh1<.h Harding exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
student perspectives, welcoming letters to the editor which adhere to ethical and professional standards and are
no more than 300 words in length.
Signed columns appearing in the
Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official policy of
the Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent
the view of the editorial board.
The Bison is published by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription rate: S10 per year.
Periodical postage (USPS 577600)
paid at Searcy, AR 72143. Postmaster: Send address changes to Harding University Box 11192, Searcy, AR

72149-0001.

LHfER POLICY
The Bison welcomes your views
on issues of interest to the Harding
commun ity.
Letters rnust be signed, contain a
phone number for verifi cation and
be no more than 300 words. The
Bison reserves the right to edit letters
for style, clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor may be
submitted to HU Box 11192.

Too Fast And Too Curious

T

he reporrs of my
technophobia are greatly
exaggerated. While it's true
that I'm still holding out on cell
pho nes, iPods and Kindles, 1 am nor
so stubborn as to complerely refuse
to change with the times. Granted,
I usually make rhe swirch about ren
years after everyone else does, but I
try co follow che mono of Alexander
Pope: "Be not the first by whom the
new is tried, or the last to lay rhe old
aside." Wirh rhar resolurion firmly
in heart, and with the recent demise
of my beloved 1994 IBM personal
computer, I have now cautiously
stuck another roe into rhe 21 sr
century. Lase month, I bought a
laptop.
I put chis off for so long because
I have always been suspicious of
porrable technology. "Ihe movie
'WarGames" deeply impressed me
as a child, and it indelibly imprinted
on my mind rhe image of what a
computer ought to be: a gigantic,
ominous machine with flashing lighrs
and a low, menacing hum; something
that rakes up an entire room . "!he
notion of toting such a device around
in a satchel, or, mo re incredibly, on
a key chain, still seems co me, in
the words of yer another '80s icon,
"inconceivable."
And it's nor just the size of
portable technology that bo rhers me;
it's the idea of always carrying work
around, of computing "on the go,"
of dashing off messages or class notes
while in transic. And here I blame
another media influence from my
youth. As a small child I remember
watching re-runs of the 1960s sitcom
"Petticoat Junction." I'll pause for a
moment while those of rhe under-30
set access a YouTube clip of che show
on their Blackberries, then Twiner
rhe world to comment on it, and
then start a PJ Facebook group from
their iPhones. The rest of us will wair
in our rocking chairs.
You see, "Petticoat Junctio n" took
place at the Shady Resr Hotel in a

MICHAEL CLAXTON

Guest
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small town where life was managed
leisurely. People cook cheir ri me to do
anything. No one was ever in a hurry.
Set alongside an episode of "CSI,"
the pace would seem agonizingly
slow. But rhe show put in my mind
the idea thar almost anyth ing goes
better when you are sitting down and
chat whatever is done fast, just might
nor be done well. Which is why I
still stare in wonder ar chose who can
walk, rexr and chew gum at the same
time.
Bur I must confess that this
world of hyper-multitasking can be
addictive. Thanks to the kindness of
a benefactor and the coaching of a
relative, I made the leap into online
home-computing when I fired up my
new Dell laptop last Sarurday night.
Ir was my first experience using a
laptop for any lengrh of rime, and I
may have let my newfound powers
go to my head the first night. At one
poinr I was e-mailing a friend in
England, running three simultaneous
instant-messaging sessions with
incredulous friends who couldn't
believe char I was chatting online
from home AND watching "BenHur" ar rhe same time. Mercifully,
the phone didn't ring during all
chis, or I think my head would have
exploded.
The novelty of it all wore off
by the next day, and I have now
deceleraced to more sensible laptop
usage. Bur in chat brief vircual
power-trip, l gor a frig htening look
ac rhe frenetic pace of life char has
become typical for chis generation.
No one activity can command our
full arrention anymore, and that
is a horrifying thought. We now
have the collective actention span

of a paperclip and no tolerance for
downtime. No wonder my students
fidget in class when there is nothing
going on but ralk. No wonder the
thing people are most curious about
today is, "What did I miss while my
phone was off?"
But in rhe midst of all this handwringing abour our fast-forward
world, I lea rned so mething else
important last Saturday nighr.
During all this I was wacching
" Ben- Hur." Believe it o r nor, I have
never seen this classic film befo re.
Released 50 years ago chis year,
"Ben-Hur" shares the record of 11
Academy Awards wirh "Titanic"
and "The Lord of rhe Rings: The
Return of the King" ("Nacho Libre"
is a close fourth with I 0 Oscars, I
think).
The famous chariot race in the
film pies Charlton H eston as a Jewish
nobleman against his friend- rurnedrival, a Roman official played by
Stephan Boyd. This breakneck, 20minure scene used dozens of horses
and a crowd of 15,000 extras, and to
this day it remains one of rhe most
gripping action sequences in film
history.
And ir was done with real horses.
And real acrors. And nor a single
computer-generated image. Bue in
the absence of the technology thar
has sarurated today's H ollywood films
with over-the-top action sequences,
"Ben-Hur's" horse race was srill a
frenzied moment, a dazzling display
of speed, a nonstop adrenaline rush.
And so, with or withour gadgets,
the world has always been fast and
will always be fast. Slowing down is a
conscious, counrer-culcural choice fo r
all of us. Doing one thing at a rime,
without rushing or multitasking, is an
act of rebellion. Try it sometime.
MICHAEL C LAXTON is a n
assistant professor of English
and a freque nt con tributo r to th e
Bison and m ay be contacted at
mcl axto l @h ardi ng.edu.

JEREMY WATSON serves as the
Editor in C hief of the Bison and
may be contacted at jwatson@
harding.edu .

An Analysis Of Harding's 'Marriage Factory'
eing at Harding for almost four
years now, I've been exposed to
marriage in every imaginable
aspect of college life. So I have a
unique perspective on the subject, as
I spent three semesters arrending the
University of Oklahoma. Thar being
said, I have a few theories as to why
marriage is so prominent at H arding.
First of all, there are naturally
going to be those couples who meer,
dare, legitimately fall in rrue love and
gee married over the course of their
Harding career, bur I think there are
some other reasons for rhe increased
number of weddings.
Since normal college-age girls are
already enamored with the idea of
getting engaged, getting a huge ring
and planning a wedding. Harding's
high wedding production rate becomes
a breeding ground for even more
weddings. Girls are programmed from
a very young age co plan their perfect
wedding down co the garnishes on the
catered fuod. And so, thrust inco a setting
of eligible young men where getting
married is as easy as sitting on a swing
a few times, these girls hardly have any
choice bur co gee married co the first male
who shows an interest in them.
Similar to this, many students,
girls and boys, have a misconception
that once they leave Harding rhere

B
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are no good C hristian people to
marry. This is advanced by parents
who shelcer their kids, possibly
because rhey were sheltered, and have
only allowed their kids to interact
with members of the church of
Christ community. Harding seems ro
foster a similar culture of chis shelter
thar was imposed upon the kids in
high school. What rhey don't realize
is that not every single church of
Christ member is a perfect match for
chem, and maybe, just maybe, a good
person exists outside of Harding.
Also in the realm of parencs who
shelter their children are the parents
who would nor let their children
dare in high school. These students
come to Harding where their parents
can no longer reasonably keep them
from daring, and rhey enter into a
relationship, typically a physically
based one as many firsr relationships
are. Mistaking chis physical
·
connection for love, they narurally
want to take rhe next logical step,

and they gee married.
This is why, in my opinion, marriage
is not as prominent at state schools.
Many people at state schools do nor
have moral issues with having sex before
marriage. Many of the marriages that you
do see at scare schools are freshmen who
dared all throughout high school. You
may say thar this is silly and that they are
too young, but l think they actually may
know each other better than some of the
couples at Harding who get engaged after
dating for only a few months.
Another thoughr on the differences
berween Harding and scare schools is
that couples at Harding simply have
no place co be alone, to spend rime
together, for any reason, moral or
otherwise. There is no private place
for a boy or girl to cook dinner for
someone; no place to just sit and watch
a movie. O h, I know that rhis freedom
would open the door for those students
who are planning to be immoral, bur
believe ir or nor, there are some of us
who would simply sit and watch a
movie; simply enjoy dinner. Believe
ir or not, there are moral students
ar Harding University. And do the
rules stop the immoral students from
finding a "privare" location to secretly
have sex?
So chose couples who want to spend
some quality moral alone rime with

each other are forced to wait their tum
for a free spot in a dorm lobby (because
they are already crowded with couples),
or to get married jusr so they can be
around one another and experience
normal events that strengthen a good
C hristian relationship.
I have thought fur quite some time
that it would be beneficial for incoming
freslunen co find someone to marry; jusr
for four years, in name only, just to get the
advantages from Harding that married
couples get. Married couples can live off
campus, saving quire a bit of money; they
can acr as chaperones for both male and
female srudents so that they can spend time
with their friends; they have no curfew and
they get tuition discoW1ts in the furrn ofa

grant.
I don'r really want to sound like I'm
bashing H arding's rules because I know
that they are in place for a reason. I
am just trying to analyze the behavior
char I have seen for almost four years
at Harding. D espite the observarions
I have seen, I still plan on eventually
gening married if thar special someone
ever comes along. I plan, however, on
waiting until after I graduate.
ERIC HOLLI NGSWORTH is the
copy editor of the Bison and may
be contacted at eho lling@hardi ng.
edu .
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Dr. Jimmy Carr Leaves Behind A Great Legacy
DR. DAVID BURKS

Guest
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r. James F. "Jimmy" Carr
died April l, 2009, in
Searcy, Ark. He served
at Harding as assistant dean in
1970 and then as assistant to the
president in 1973 until he retired

D

in 1997.
Before coming to Harding in
1970, he served in Florida in a
number of different positions,
including Vice Chancellor
for Student Services for the
entire state. He was active in
the Lord's church and served
faithfully as an elder at the
Call Street congregation in
Tallahassee, Fla.
As assistant to the president
at Harding, Dr. Carr was
responsible for many of the
programs we now see in place. He
was given the assignment under
Dr. Ganus to create the nursing
program, which is now a viral
part of our work at Harding.
He coined the expression
which many people remember
today, "It's great to be at
Harding." He was always an
ambassador for Harding, and
students, faculty and staff loved
him very much.
He was gifted at knowing
people, and he loved to talk to
people not only at Harding bur in
our community as well. He was

also responsible for promoting
the idea of Harding establishing a
retirement center on the Harding
campus which is now Harding
Place.
Ir seems to me that he would
be a moaern day individual to be

and his genuine love for people
lives on through his family and
through his friends.
What a legacy he has left
for all of us. Through faith, he
honored his family, the Lord's
church, higher education and our

included in the famous C hapter
11 of the book of H ebrews that
lists heroes of faith.
It seems to me that the
statement in H ebrews 11 :4,
"And by faith he still speaks, even
though he is dead," would fir
him perfecrly. His life of service

community.
On a more personal note, he
encouraged me to consider a life
of service and administration. He
encouraged me to go to Florida
State University to obtain my
Ph.D. degree. He encouraged me
as president on a daily basis. He

was an example to me in terms of
what a wonderful marriage can be
about.
It seems to me that Harding
has lost one of the greatest
generation's gentlemen. He was
an uncommon common man.
Many of the students at
Harding would remember him as
the individual who always picked
up trash. He liked to have a clean
campus, and he felt that if he
could do his part, it was the least
he could do to promote a clean
campus. This was simply part of

his personality.
He would always tell students
to be nice to the tender grass and
please walk on the sidewalk.
In my judgment, he was a
great man of faith. He was a great
example to all of us. He left all of
us an amazing legacy, and I know
that I want to be like him as he
was like Jesus.

DR. DAVID BURKS is the
President of Harding University
and may be contacted at
burks@harding.edu

Christians Should Shine Light On 'Invisible Children'
y eyes were unveiled as I
began watching the video
from the link that was posted
on a Facebook status of a friend from
high school. The images, the wailing
and the powerful story captured my
heart. I recalled news stories I had
briefly skimmed in months prior. I
knew about Darfur and displaced
people, as well as the genocide of
Rwanda, but the idea of child soldiers
was completely new co me.
It finally hit me that this was real.
Even though I have plans to go to
Africa for the first time in the fall, I
have not been there yer. I have nor
become acquainted wirh che people,
with rhe children. I have heard about
the people from various parts of
Africa through many missionaries on
campus. I have relished in rheir stories
of the people they have mer on the
mission field who have blissful souls
and joyous laughter. I have stood
in awe at how people we view as so
impoverished can be so at peace with
life.

M
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When I watched the "Invisible
Children: 1he Rescue" for the first
time Feb. 25 I knew I had to repose
the link on my status, if nothing
else. I began watching ir before my
8 o'clock class and failed to see rhe
last I 0 minutes before I had to trek
across to rhe Mclntee1 Building. After
class, I arrived ac chapel and found
our char God is fully capable of using
things as cliche as Facebook. T\vo of
my friends watched rhe video as I was
busy scribbling away ar notes in my
first class. I had not seen the ending
of the video yet, so when my two
friends C laire and Daniel came up to
me eager to join 1he Rescue, I was
curious to watch rhe ending.
Afrer I watched the rest of the

movie, somehow we knew that we
had to show a screening. We went on
a quest to figure our what could be
done. 1hrough a series of God-opened
doors and in a matrer of two days, we
arranged a screening on March 25rh
in rhe Administration Auditorium
wirh a sponsor who had substantial
knowledge of the situation in Uganda.
I find it so encouraging that 185
people attended the screening, and
though we had technical difficulries,
rhe majority of chose who attended
stayed ro watch the movie until rhe
end.
After che screening, a huge
responsibility was bestowed upon rhe
students of Harding. Many are still
unaware of exacdy what is occurring
underneath their noses on campus. A
few of my friends and I acquired che
responsibility of finding a location
for 'lhe Rescue to rake place in Lierle
Rock on April 25th. We have since
been brainstorming, calling and
meeting wirh people, and making
voyages up to Lierle Rock so char "Jhe

Rescue can be possible in Arkansas.
We are working alongside students at
Hendrix College to arrange an event
char many different locations across
the world will be raking part in on
the same nighr. We are in charge of
organizing volunteers and operations.
As much work as ir is going to be, we
are aimed ar raising awareness about
the child soldiers in Uganda who are
losing their childhoods in a bloody
war.
I have found rhe past few weeks
encouraging as more and more
people become aware of the emerging
campus movement. Friends, faculty
and strangers have been praying for
The Rescue and have been sending
various messages of encouragement
and offerings of help and support.
I am so blessed ro witness the unity
across campus as we aim ro bring
awareness co something that is far
beyond oursdves. Many students are
wearing shirts they either ordered
or made, some are coming up with
fund-raising ideas and others are just

volunteering their rime to come ro
our meetings.
I want to encourage students and
faculty ro ar least watch rhe video on
rhe Invisible Children's Web sire so
they understand how important our
efforts are.
I really just wam students ar
Harding to be able to see char they
have a place in chis world. So often
we feel that we have a bigger role to
play in life. We want to do something
chat will actually change lives. I chink
we all have a role to play as servants
of Christ. We are all suffering in some
form or another, but we have Jesus
and rhe support of rhe p;:ople around
us to lift us up. These children chat
have been forced to become a part of
the Lord's Resistance Army need our
help. They will remain invisible until
we bring chem to rhe light. le is our
chance to rescue them.
KAYLA ROSS is a guest contributor
to the Bison and may be contacted
at kross2@harding.edu.

Bystander Syndrome: Stand Out From The Crowd
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man sirs on a bench in the
middle of a busy subway
ration. He is old, with
white hair and the rough hands of a
hard working man. The man is just
one of rhe hundreds of people who
pass through this station each day.
As he sits waiting for his train,
rhe man begins to cough. At first he
coughs only small, short coughs, but
rhen he starts coughing hard, rough
coughs. By now, people leaving rhe
trains begin to look at the man as they
pass by. As he continues to cough,
he reaches into his pocket and pulls
our an inhaler, a small device used to
help his breathing. When the man
starts to put the inhaler to his mouth,
he coughs so hard that he drops ir. It
bounces into the feet of rhe passing
crowd.
In desperation , rhe man falls ro rhe
floor and begins ro crawl to reach his
life-saving device; all the while he's
knocking into people's legs. No one
stops to help.
Down the platform, a young
woman has witnessed the man's
situation from the start. She watches
as rhe man is slammed by wave after
wave of the crowd of passengers
leaving rhe train. She chinks char
someone will surely help chis old man.
Bur none of chem stop.

'
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Finally feeling pity for the old
man, rhe woman gets up from her
bench and walks ro the inhaler. She
picks ir up and continues forward to
the man.
"Here you go," she says as she purs
her hand out to offer the inhaler to
the man. The man's coughing has
stopped, and he is just lying there,
unmoving. The woman rums him
over on his side. "Excuse me, are y ... "
She stops mid-sentence. Ir is too lace.
"Jhe man is dead.
"Jhis may sound like a strange
tale, bur chis type of incident
happens often in rhe world. Even as
Christians, we sometimes don't feel
any responsibility to rush to the aid
of someone in trouble in a crowd
of people because no one else is or
because we think someone else will
handle ir. The phenomenon is simply
called rhe bystander syndrome.
The bystander syndrome is rhe lack
of responsibility felt by the majoriry of
witnesses ro help individuals in public
l

settings who are in trouble. However,
this definition is very vague. To truly
understand the bystander syndrome,
ir is besr ro witness ir in action. For
example, two people are in a room.
One of them starts to cry. Studies
shown on the Web site wisegeek.
com indicate char in such a case rhe
bystander will almost always go and
comfort rhe crying person. It would
be unthinkable for rhe person nor
crying ro just sit on rhe ocher side of
the room and do nothing.
But wirh 25 people in a room as
one person starts to cry, 1t is almost
guaranteed that rhe ocher 24 people
will just stare ar the crying person for
a minure or two before someone even
moves.
An article on changingminds.
org descrihes a study done by two
researchers in 1970 char demonsrrares
char rhe more bystanders there are,
rhe less likely anyone is willing ro help
a person in need! Everyone feels like
they are a mere bystander and assumes
someone else is going ro step in to
comfort the crying person. Bur what
happens often is that nothing is done
ar all.
"Ihe bystander syndrome comes
into play almost every day of a
person's life. Any rime there is a
crowd of people there is a chance

char the bystander syndrome will
happen. When a student falls in a
school hallway, when a businessman
is mugged in an alley near a street
or when a teenager drops money in
a crowd at a concert, che bystander
syndrome can occur.
"Ihe effect of rhese situations is char
the helpless people are left to struggle
alone.
"Ihey can try to get through the
situation on rheir own, or rhey are left
to suffer until the event is through.
"Ihe most dramatic effect of rhe
bystander syndrome is that sometimes
when rhey don't ger help, rhe sufferer
dies.
A famous police case is an example
of this mosr extreme situation. A girl
named Kitty Genoveses was raped
and killed outside of her apartment in
New York in 1964. Ir was lacer learned
char there were 38 witnesses to rhe
incident thar lasted 45 minutes. No
one did anything about it.
In many cases of the bystander
syndrome, someone eventually does
come help and sometimes even
quickly.
Ir has been noted that many rimes
when others are being affected by the
syndrome, a witness who is a docror
(or in some other job where the person
helps people) will seep in and provide

.

help as ifhe or she were at the job.
During a car accident, I personally
witnessed a person break away from
rhe bystander syndrome's remprarion
to do nothing.
One day last summer, I had
totaled my car on rhe side of the road.
Another car pulled over. Two women
came rushing towards me saying they
were nurses and rhey could help
These two ladies could have continued
down rhe road and hoped someone
else would stop, but they didn't. "Ihey
weren't affected at all by the bystander
syndrome.
Months farer, I came ro rhe
conclusion char there is a way one
can be unaffected by rhe bystander
syndrome: A person needs to do
unto others as they would like to be
rreaced, jusr like rhe Bible teaches.
You would want help in a rime of
need, and so does rhe person you are
witnessing.
By keeping this in mind, and being
aware of the "pull" of the bystander
affect to simply do nothing, you can
be prepared for and fight against this
temptation.
RILEY WALLING is a guest
contributor to the Bison and
may be contacted at rwalling@
harding.edu
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Yearbook all-color for first time

Campus bands

Switching companies allows for better quality, more pages

to battle for

by KIM KOKERNOT

assistant news editor

Full-time students will
receive an all-color yearbook,
the first in Harding's history,
when they pick up their free
copy April 23.
The "Petit Jean'', Harding's
yearbook, switched printing
companies from Jostens to
Walsworth this year, making
the upgrade to an all-color
book financially possible.
A part-color, part-blackand-white yearbook made
by Jostens, the company that
had printed the "Petit Jean"
for more than 30 years, cost
more than an all-color book
by Walsworth.
"Really, it was just a good
deal from Walsworth to get our
business," Harding graduate and
the "Petit Jean's" Editor in Chief
Katie Ramirez said. "The 'Petit
Jean' had been with Jostens for a
while and [Walsworth] had to
bring in something big to get
us to switch."

This cost-effective printing
left extra room in the budget
for other improvements.
"We always have a budget
every year to stick to, this year
we added extra pages to the book
since we were already getting
full color," Ramirez said. "It was
nice to have the extra budget this
year to go towards more pages
or better paper material."
Ramirez said she hopes
that these changes will make
yearbook sections that were
once overlooked stand out to
students.
"I think some sections that
were not as enticing to students
before will now be visually
stimulating, causing the reader
to stop and look at a spread and
maybe even read the story next
to the photos," Ramirez said.
She said she also anticipates
that already popular sections
will get a second look from
student readers now that they
have been revitalized by color
photography.
"I think students will look

through the Portrait section of
the book more and hopefully
will like that their picture is
in color," Ramirez said.
"I also think they will really
enjoy the extra photo spreads we
included in this book, whether
in the Student Life section and
the Spring Sing photo page or
through the Athletics section,
where each season was given a
photo spread to highlight the
best of our sports moments
and photography."
With this new appeal, section editors were freed from
the restrictions of black and
white layouts.
"Editors in the Social Clubs
and Athletics sections were
very excited, as some of the
book's most colorful photos
can usually be found in this
section," Ramirez said. "It
has been nice to see these
sections, and several others,
really come alive with the
all-color option."
The use of color for each
section also influenced the

"I think some sections
that were not as
enticing to students
before wi II now be
visua lly stimu lating,
causing the reader
to stop and look at a
spread."

book's overall theme.
"We as a staffjust had to be
careful with not going overboard with color; we kept the
theme really simple," Ramirez
said. "Our idea was subtlety,
not just to go crazy with color
because we could."
Yearbooks are scheduled to
be available for pickup in the
Petit Jean office on the second
floor of the student center
April 23 after chapel. Students
who have been full time for
the 2008-09 year can pick up
their books for free.

Donations will be taken to fund well-digging programs
student reporter

Wishing Well will host a benefit concert
April 13 to raise money and awareness for
the problem of the lack of clean drinking
water in Africa.
Wishing Well is an organization that
builds new water wells for the people in
Africa. By building these wells, people
are being saved from drinking dirty water
that could cause them to get sick or even
die. But in addition to that, a bonus of
this organization is that the name ofJesus
is being spread to people who may have
never heard of him before.
The Harding chapter ofWishing Well
was formed last year as a class project and
grew to be more.
"The more we learned about the water crisis, the more we fell in love with
the people it affected," Wishing Well
President Kyle said. "It was something
I had never really thought about before,

and my eyes were opened to a situation
that demands the attention of those who
have the ability to help.
"Imagine what it would be like to feel
thirsty all of the time and have every water source around you be contaminated.
These people are thirsty, not just for water
but for Jesus. In providing clean water
wells by funding Christian well-building organizations, Wishing Well gives
the people of Africa an opportunity to
experience both."
With her attitude and a little bit of
help from those around her, Kyle became
the president of the chapter and began
brainstorming ideas to help this group.
One such idea is the benefit concert.
"Drink up the Water!" will be an entirely donations-based concert. Admission
will be free, but Kyle said donations are
greatly appreciated.
Those who donate will be entered into a
raffie for iTunes, Sonic and Midnight Oil
gift cards, which will be drawn for at the

by ERIC HOLLINGSWORTH
c opy editor

Katie Ramirez
petit jean editor in chief

Group to host concert to help raise
funds, awar eness for water shortage
by REBECCA HARRELL

recognition

concert. All money raised will go toward the
building of clean water wells in Africa.
All the musicians performing will be
Harding students, like Connor McNabb
and Brian Jones.
"It is a great opportunity for Harding
musicians to showcase their talent and
help raise money for an amazing cause,"
Kyle said.
The Oklahoma Christian and Abilene
Christian Wishing Well chapters will also
be helping with this benefit concert. The
three chapters are working toward one
common aim.
"Our goal is to start an annual event
that Wishing Well can use to raise money
and awareness for the water crisis," Kyle
said. "Part of the reason we don't require
an admission charge is that we want people
to just be aware of what's going on in the
world and to get the idea that there are
people that need help out there, people
that need prayers. If a prayer is all you
can donate to the cause, great."

For the past five years, the
Campus Activities Board has
hosted its Battle ofthe Bands.
Although the event initially
had to be rescheduled this
year, CAB is still hosting the
event but at a different location
and time. Battle of the Bands
is now being held April 25 at
6 p.m. in the Administration
Auditorium.The cost will be
$3 or free with the Pass.
According to Director of
Campus Life Corey McEntyre,
the CAB had planned to hold
this year's Battle of the Bands
outside on the front lawn.
"We wanted to host it
outdoors this year,"McEntyre
said, "but because of the rain
we have had, the front lawn
is a little wet, so we couldn't
have that much electrical
equipment outside."
According to McEntyre,
anyone can enter to perform;
they just have to follow the
guidelines for any other performer who would come to
campus: respect and follow
Harding's basic rules.
"All the band has to do is
come sign up, show up and
rock out!" McEntyre said.
Each band gets to perform
four songs. Despite t.he name
implying a contest between the
bands,McEntyre said that the
Battle of the Bands is really
just a showcase, and though
they may select a winner, there
will be no prizes.
Moving the event not only
prevented the destruction of
expensive equipment posing a
possible hazard to performers
and audience members, but
it also gave one band which
wouldn't have been able to
perform on the earlier date a
chance to compete.
Originally, only Nick Dean,
Reese Jackson and Colby
Bell were going to be able to
perform, but since the event
was rescheduled, this gave

"Al I the band has to
do is come sign up,
show up and rock
out!"
Corey McEntyrc
director of campus life

. MidnightTrio the opportunity
to participate. Midnight Trio
is composed of Daniel Lee,
Michael Wright, Travis Kaye
and Cullen Dehart, the trio's
drummer.
One hdpful member ofthe
trio said he was excited about
the chance to perform.
"It's another chance to
show our talents," Dehart
said. "It's another outlet to
play our music."
Dehart explained why they
weren't able to perform on the
first date.
"We've been really busy,"
Dehart said. "Spring Sing.
Daniel is in Jazz Band. I'm a
Spring Sing director. I'm up
to my ears with stress."
He also commented on
the preparation the trio was
doing in anticipation ofBattle
of the Bands and a few other
upcoming shows in the trio's
schedule.
"In the past, we've just kind
ofpracticed whenever,"Dehart
said. "The funny thing is this
time we set practice dates,
which is a first."
Dehart said he encouraged
students to come out and see
the show.
"I hope everybody comes
out to support us, to support all
the bands," Dehart said. "It'll
be a cool experience."
McEntyre said he expects
a decent turnout this year, as
in previous years.
"[We usually have] a pretty
goodresponse,"McEntyresaid.
"Typical turnout is probably
200 or so people. It's never
one of the overwhelmingly
huge events, but every year
it's always fun and a good
display of talent."

WE'RE HIRING!
Positions are available for the 09-10 school
year for both the Bison newspaper and the
Petit Jean yearbook.
Stop by the yearbook office in the student
center to pick up an application. E-mail any
questions to jdbeauchamp@harding.edu
Available Positions Include:
Editor in Chief
Photographer
News Editor
Graphic Design
Sports Editor
Section Editor
Copy Editor
Features Editor
Web Specialist
Editorial Page Editor
Business Manager
Assistant Editor

student publications
ATI H ARDINGIUNIVERSITY
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Bison Notes

Golf teams

finding
success
information courtesy of HU
Sports Informat ion

Bison golf places
third in tournament
The Harding men's golf
team used two consistent
rounds to place third in the
six-team SAU Mulerider
Invitational on Tuesday at the
Magnolia Country Club. The
Bisons shot 315-311--626.
Henderson State won at 605
with Ouachita Baptist second
at 607.

Freshman Bruce McMullen was Harding's top finisher
in seventh place. He shot
78-74--152 for his third top10 finish of the season. Dusty
Gourley and Andrew Warder
tied for 12th at 157. Southern
Arkansas' Peyton Mi tcheli
won the event with a 1-under,
143.

five strokes behind tournament
winners Arkansas Tech.
Harding had two players
finish in the top five. Tying
for fourth were senior Natalie
Gay and freshman Evelyn Poteet at 173. It was Gay's third
top-5 finish of the season and
Poteet's second. Freshman
Shelby Stavely tied for eighth
at175.

Lady Bisons golf
reaching goals
The Harding women's golf
team used the best round in the
tournament to record a secondplace finish at the SAU Mulerider Invitational on Tuesday
at Magnolia Country Club. The
Lady Bisons shot 339 in round
two, its sixth-best round of the
season, and finished at 692,just

Bison baseball
driving in runs
The Harding baseball
team warmed up its bats
for a critical weekend
series against Henderson
State by scoring 30 runs in
a doubleheader sweep of
Williams Baptist on Tuesday. The Bisons had six

players with multiple hits
and tied a school record
with six doubles in a 20-4
blowout in game one. Harding scored five in the top
of the seventh to win game
two 10-5.
Harding (24-19) led 3-0
after two innings of game
one but broke the game open
by scoring 10 runs on seven
hits in the third. The Bisons
had 18 hits in the game.
Sophomore Charles Bradley
was 3-for- 4 with two runs
scored and four RBI. Senior
Adam Darby was 2-for-3
with a double and his 10th
home run of the season.
Chase Presley had two hits
and three RBI.
Freshman Alex Smith
(2-1) earned the win, allow-

ing one earned run in 3.0
in nings of work.
D arby homered again
and drove in fo ur ru ns in
game two. Bradley and Tyler
Tho mpason also hit home
runs. 1ho mpson drove in
three.
D .A. Kremer (3-1)
earn ed the w in for H arding
with 1. 0 i nning of relief.
He allowed two hits and
stru ck out t wo.
Williams Baptist d ropped
to 6- 27 on the season.
H ard ing will re turn
to G ulf South Conference acti on Friday wh en
it m eets H enderson State
in a d o u bleheader at J erry
M oo re Field. T h e teams
will conclude the t h reega m e series Saturday.

Lady Bison tennis
wins road match
The H arding women's ten~
nis team improved to 16-5 on
the season and 9-3 in NCAA
II South Region phiy with a
6-3 victory over Arkansas-Ft.
Smith on Tues<lav. The Lad~·
B1sons unprovect"to 8-2 on·
the road.
Alicia Williams won in
straight sets at No. I to move
to 10-5 on the season. Harding's other singles victories
came from Lola Pardo (10-6)
at No. 2, I laniel Gara (10-2)
at No. 5 and Janet Orgain
(12-5) at No. 6.
Williams and Pardo played
together for the first tune
this season and won at No. 1
doubles.

Opening Day should not ignore its Cincinnati roots
CODY WAITS

Guest

Sports
Column
pening Day has arrived,
and the best sport on
the planet has finally
come back to us all. That's right,
I am talking about baseball. It is
America's pastime. It is also the
one sport I can never wait for.
Not only are the game and
player statistics great, but the
whole idea ofwatching the game
is as well.
Baseball is one of the cheapest sports to \vatch in parson.
Tickets are sold for less than
S20, and the only expenses that
might raise the price a little
are the scrumptious concession stand treats. 1he stadium
atmosphere is amazing. Vendors
roll up and down the aisles, fans
heckle from their seats and the
warm, sunny weather tops it all
off.
With baseball here already, I
should be the happiest man alive.
However, I still have one problem.

O

It's Opening Day.
The Sunday night before
the traditional Opening Day
started, one game had already
been played. The Braves beat
the Phillies on ESPN You
might be saying to yourself,
"Why would this upset him?"
I know. Baseball is here, and I
should just be happy. Wrong!
Opening Day used to be
something special. It used to
be something ~acred everyone
looked forward to.
"There is no sports event
like Opening Day of baseball,
the sense of beating back the
forces of darkness and the National Football League," author
George Vecsey said.
Now, the day really means
nothing. The surprise is over.
Thanks for ruining it with the
Sunday night games. It needs
to be fixed. Bring it back to
the way it used to be. There
is only one place that knows
how to do it. That is Cincinnati, Ohio.
As the home of the Reds,
the first professional baseball
team, Cincinnati used to be
home to the Opening Day
game. That would be the first
game of the season. Every year

this was how it was. The first
pitch of the season was always
thrown in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Then, somewhere along the
timeline, it changed.
For the past decade, the
MLB has incorporated the
Sunday night games. These
games usually don't even happen in the United States and
have the World Series winner
of the year previous as the home
team. This, my friends, is a
travesty.
For years, Cincinnati was
proud to be the home of
Opening Day. The city pretty
much shuts down for the day
with people of all ages taking
the day off. The city would
have parades and events and
excitement. Why change it?
No one had a complaint. It
was traditional. It was the start
of the greatest sport to grace
our country. I just feel like the
heart has been taken right
out of the whole thing. This
matters to me, and I know it
matters to a lot of people out
there.
Since Opening Day is
almost like a holiday in my
book, I wanted to list out
some of the greatest events to

happen on the momentous
day. These come from a different time when people cared
about the sport.
1. In 1940, Bob Feller of the
Cleveland Indians pitched a nohitter. This is the only Opening
Day no-hitter.
2. Ted Williams hit .449 on
Opening Day games. He hit
three home runs and 14 RBis.
He also got at least one hit in
every Opening Day game.
3. Hank Aaron tied Babe
Ruth's all-time home run record
in 1974 against Cincinnati.
4. Walter Johnson, a pitcher
for the Washington Senators,
pitched 9 shutouts in his 14
Opening Day starts.
Opening Day is a momentous occasion. Great things have
happened on this day over the
years. So next year, take the day
off. Play hooky from school.
Skip work. Go enjoy Opening
Day however you can. I know
where I will be.
CODY W A ITS is a guest
sports columnist for the
2008-2009 Bison. He may
be contacted at cwaits @
harding.edu

Photo courtesy of Associated Press
Atlanta Braves relief pitcher Mike Gonzalez reacts after striking out
the last batter in the game against the Philadelphia Phillies Sunday.
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Completing
the
A degree
completion

program fro1n
..

Harding University
We know how it is. You started your degree,
• Went 4-6 with 5 runs and
6 RBI in a two-game series
against Williams Baptist
•Hit his 10th and 11th
home runs of the season
· Helped improve the
Bisons to 24-19 on the
season

and for one reason or another, you were never
able to complete it.
Now comes atime when you are able to com·

plete the course.
Harding University invites you to enroll in our

degree completion program in leadership and

management. Classes start continually. If you have 60
or more hours of college credit and are 23 years of age

•

or older, you are eligible. This intensive, fast-track program is just what you need to finish what you started.
The program is delivered mainly from our classrooms
in North Little Rock and online. The program is
designed for adult learners.
Your paren ts will love knowing you got the bes t care.

For more information, please call 1·800·477·4407
or e-mail dcp@harding.edu. We would love to hear
from you.

Harding Alumni Serving Harding Studen ts

•

Hording University is acaedited by the Higher Learning
Commission ofthe North (entiol Association.
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by ROBBY CARRIGER

student reporter
You aren't supposed to get
better when you lose three of
your top five hitters from the
best season in recent school
history. You aren't supposed
to get better when you have to
replace five starters, including
the guy who led the team in
batting average, home runs
and RBI. And you really aren't
supposed to get better when
you start four guys who began
the season with a combined 12
starts in college baseball. But
like I said, you aren't supposed
to get better.
While the Bisons are still
led by veterans like Adam
Darby and Wisley Correa, the
newcomers have added a spark
that Harding has turned into
a flame. Redshirt freshman
Kevin Ganus came into the
seaso n with big shoes to fill.
Ganus began the season as
the replacement at first base
for slugger Matt Stevens, who
graduated. Ganus homered to
left in his first collegiate at bat
and has not looked back. While
splitting time between first
and designated hitter, Ganus
is hitting .313 on the year.
"The older guys have done a
good job showing us the right
way to do things," Ganus said. "I
think we are peaking at the right
time and have a good chance to
make a nm."
Ganus is just one of many
underclassmen helping the
Bisons work ~heir way towards
the conference tournament
in Millington, Tenn. Up the
middle, Harding starts a duo
from North Carolina that they
knew would be solid defensively.
Charles Bradley and Heath Boyd
showed early that they were two
of the most solid defenders on
the team, but their contributions
with the bat as well have provided an unexpected lift to the
Bisons. In 27 games last season,
Bradley hit .207. Compare that
to 2009, in which Bradley has
already started 40 games and
is hitting .308, a full hundred
points higher than last year.
"My role on this team is

simple: play solid defense and
get on base,"Bradley said. "Being a younger guy is pretty easy,
because our upperclassmen help
us out. One day a senior will get
a big hit, and then the next day
a freshman will win the game
for us."
Perhaps the biggest offensive
contribution for the Bisor'ls has
come from freshman outfielder
Ryan Kincade. Kincade is second
on the team in batting average,
hitting .330 in 32 games played.
What's big here is that hitting
.330 near the top of the lineup,
Kincade sets the table for Harding
sluggers like Darby and Correa.
Kincade has also stolen 10 bases
this year, using his speed to get
himself in scoring position for
the big bats in the middle of the
lineup. Much like Bradley, Kincade
is quick to credit the veterans
on the team with helping the
underclassmen contribute.
"The baseball team this season
has tons oftalent,"Kincade said.
"The success the team is having
this year is a direct reflection
on the leadership from the upperclassmen."
Young contributors on the
2009 version of the Bisons are
not limited to the offensive end.
Freshman pitch er Kyle C line is
a key component to the Bisons
rotation, starting the weekend
conference games. Kline is
second on the team in ERA
behind reliever D.A. Kramer,
and leads the team in wins with
six. At 6-2, Kline has been a big
boost to a pitching rotation that
struggled at times last season.
Kline is also quick to credit the
upperclassmen with the success
Harding is having this year, but
understands the younger players
are expected to contribute.
"We, as underclassmen, have
come in, in clutch situations,
and have done the job," Kline
said. "Whether it is score the run,
get the bunt or field the crucial
groundball, the underclassmen
have done it."
The Bisons have run the Gulf
South Conference gantlet in the
last month. Since March 10th,
Harding has faced conference
rivals, North Alabama, Southern
Arkansas, Ouachita Baptist and

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Sophomore second baseman Charles Bradley applies the tag to a Missouri Western baserunner in a recent home game at Jerry Moore
Field in Searcy. Bradley has helped lead the Bisons to a 24-19 record this season by hitting .308 and driving in 25 runs on the year.
Delta State, all of whom were
nationally ranked at the time.
In 11 games against the GSC
juggernauts, Harding finished 56, including a series win against
OBU and Harding's first ever
road win as well as fourth win
ever against Delta State. While
the Bisons would like to have
come out of those series with
a winning record, 5-6 is more
than respectable.
After sweeping Christian
Brothers last weekend, Harding
sits pretty in the west division
standings of the Gulf South.
The top four teams in each
division move on to the conference tournament, and Harding
heads into this weekend's home
series against Henderson State

in third place.
Harding has th ree conference series remaining, and only
Arkansas Tech has a winning
conference record out of the
three opponents. As the Bisons
begin the stretch run towards
Millington, a return trip seems
to be in the cards.
The Bisons control their own
fate the rest of the way and will
continue to rely on contributions
from the young players who have
contributed all year. As the season
comes to an end, Harding will
continue to put these standout
underclassmen in a position to
make plays. Whether they make
those plays or not is yet to be
seen, but one thing is for certain,
these kids can play.

Game 1: HU 20, WBU 4

Game 2: HU 10, WBU 5

HARDING

HARDING
Kincade OF

ab r h rbi
3 0 0 0

1 1

Glenn IF

4 2 2

0 0

Moody DH

3

Darby CF

3 2 2 4

Kincade OF

ab r h rbi
6 1 1 2

Glenn IF

3

1

1 0 0

McDonald RF

1

Darby CF

3 3 2 2

Correa 38

4

Correa 38

3

McRae· ph

1 1 1 0

Thompson IB

3 1

Ganus DH

1 2 1 0

Presley 2B

4

2 0

Wagnon · ph

3

0

Bradley SS

4

2 2

Stephens C

3

0

Totals

30 10 11 10

2 2 2

1

Thompson lB

2 2

2 4

Creveling - ph

3

0 0

Presley 2B

5 1 2 3

Stephens C

3

2 2 2

Bradley SS

4

2 3 4

Kinnear CF

3 0 0 0

Totals

42 20 18 20

0
1 3

IP H R ER
Harding
Johnson
Shirley
Gardner
Kremer W
O'Rourke

1.2
1.0
1.1
1.0

5

4

3

1 1 0
0 0 0
2 0 0

1.0 0 0 0

Bisons begin Spring practices
by CHRIS O'DELL
sports editor

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Head Football Coach Ronnie Huckeba watches his players during blocking drills at a recent spring
practice at First Security Stadium. The Bisons end spring practices next weekend.

The Bison football team recently
began its spring practices for the
2009 season. The Bisons enter
the spring with some intriguing
position battles at several key
positions. Head Coach Ronnie
Huckeba said competition is
what he wants to see from his
team at this stage.
"We have good competition
going on at a lot of different
spots," Huckeba said. "That's
exactly what you're looking for
as a coach."
Perhaps the most watched
position battle will take place at
the quarterback position, where
the Bisons will attempt to replace
former Harton Hill finalist David
Knighton.Junior Zach Tribble
and redshirt freshmen Trey Martin and Chaz Rogers headline
the group of quarterbacks who
will battle each other for the
team's starting quarterback job.
Huckeba said the quarterback
position is definitely an open
competition.
"We've had some really good
competition at the quarterback

spot,"Huckeba said. "Zach has
waited his turn for an opportunity,
and we also have some freshmen
quarterbacks who can play."
This season will mark the first
in four years that the Bisons will
start a quarterback other than
David Knighton for a full season. Knighton, who graduated
in December, started all four
seasons he was at Harding.
However, one thing Huckeba
can count on is his veteran group
of wide receivers. Bison receivers Zac Ross, Jordan Watson,
Kurt Adams and Daniel Phipps
return to help guide the team's
young quarterbacks. Huckeba
said the veteran leadership at
receiver could pay dividends for
the Bisons this season.
"We have a lot of depth at
receiver," Huckeba said. "We
have a lot ofguys at wide receiver
who have played quality snaps
in a G ulf South Conference
game. That makes you feel
good about helping a young
quarterback."
The spring practices will also
be a time for younger players to
showcase their skills and talents
for the coaches. Huckeba said

this is the first time to see what
some of his players can do on
the field.
"Spring is a great time to get
people opportunities to show
what they can do,"Huckeba said.
"For guys who were freshmen
or redshirted last year, this is a
big spring for them."
The coaching staffwill also be
keeping an eye on several transfers
the Bisons had this year.
"We've got some transfers in
this spring, and they're all out
there competing and giving their
best," Huckeba said. "But at this
point I wouldn't say anyone has
an edge because we have a lot of
good players on the team."
The Bison football team will
conclude its spring practices next
week with the annual spring
game. The game will take place
on Saturday, April 18, at First
Security Stadium. Huckeba
said the spring game is the
final chance for the team to
correct any mistakes the team
might have.
"We've been working really
hard to make sure we know what
we're doing in all phases of the
game," Huckeba said.

UNC dominates Michigan State to claim national title
HRI

The
Lead off

l

Rom the moment NBA
prospects Ty Lawson,
Wayne Ellington, Danny
Green and Tyler Hansbrough
announced they were going
back to school, the Tar Heels
were pegged as the landslide
favorite to win the college basketball national championship.
However, to truly appreciate
the run UNC made this season,
we must not forget the journey
that brought North Carolina
its fifth national title in school
history.
Although this year's UNC
team is being compared to the

all-time great teams in college
basketball history, the run
this team made is even more
impressive than any current
comparisons.
The run began when Tyler
Hansbrough, the preseason
favorite to win player of the
year, suffered a leg injury and
missed the beginning of the
season. Then things got worse
when the team lost defensive
specialist Marcus Ginyard to a
season-ending injury. And don't
forget freshman Tyler Zeller
missing 24 games because of
injuries.
UNC Head Coach Roy WilIiams even described the season
the Tar Heels had this year as
the most difficult season in his
coaching career. And it's not like
Williams is a beginner in the
whole coaching profession.

The Tar Heels had few
doubters, despite all the injuries,
after starting the season with a
perfect 13-0 record. However,
as they always do, skeptics soon
began to doubt the greamess
of this team. With an 0-2 start
in Atlantic Coast Conference
play, basketball "experts" quickly
jumped ship on the Tar Heels'
season. But don't think for a
second that it fazed the Tar
Heels.
North Carolina entered
this season's NCAA tournament with a 28-4 record and
with major questions concerning their team. After all, Ty
Lawson's toe was nowhere near
100 percent entering March
Madness, and that alone could
allow for a UNC upset.
But as great teams always
do, the Tar H eels regrouped

and started the NCAA tournament off with a bang after
dismantling Radford in a 10158 blowout.
Then came LSU. However,
with LSU came Ty Lawson,
and although the Tigers kept it
close for a while, the Tar Heels
eventually pulled away to win
84-70. Then came Gonzaga in
the Sweet 16, Oklahoma in the
Elite 8 and Villanova in the
Final Four to follow Radford
and LSU as eventual victims to
North Carolina's run.
1he only thing that stood in
the way of the Tar Heels' fifth
national championship was
Michigan State and the Spartans' miracle run to the national
title game.
However, this time UNC
made sure there would be no
upset. With last year's final

four loss to Kansas still fresh
on their minds, the Tar Heels
dominated the Spartans to take
a 21-point lead into halftime.
By then, Ty Lawson had
already broken an NCAA title
game record with seven steals.
The Tar Heels also broke a 42year-old record for biggest lead
at halftime and set the mark for
most points in one half of a title
game.
The talent on this year's
UNC team was just too much
for the Spartans to handle. It
was too much for any team to
handle from the start of the
NCAA tournament. North
Carolina won every game of
the tournament by double
digits, something that h ad not
happened since 2001. They
dominated every match- up
in every possible way. The Tar

Heels began this season as the
unanimous number one team
in the preseason and became
the first UNC team to begin
and end on top since the 1982
Tar Heels team Michael Jordan
belonged to.
Although there was no
Michael Jordan on this year's
UNC team, the run the Tar
Heels made this season is
unmatched by Jordan or any
other UNC team. This year's
Tar Heels worked hard all
season long, and the run they
finished off Monday night was
something that should never be
forgotten.
CHRIS O ' DELL
serves as the sports editor
for the 2009 Bison.
He may be contacted a t
codell @harding.edu
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ampus
cleans up
for yearly
festival
BRANDON HIGGINS

Higgy
Pudding
Photos and art by

Noah Darnell
What is the happiest place
on Earth? ls it Disneyland?
No.
Is it Six Flags?
Unlikely.
Is it Harding University
during Spring Sing weekend?
You bet.
For a few years now, I've
thought about what Harding
would be like if every weekend were like Spring Sing
weekend. Here is what I've
come up with:
1. Students would be fatter.
Oh, yes it is inevitable that
the food during Spring Sing
weekend will be edible - palatable, even. Some of my best
meals from the cafeteria have
come during this very weekend.
You better believe there will be
chicken patties to be had. And
possibly non-instant mashed
potatoes with gravy that doesn't
need to be chewed itsel£ It will
be a fine weekend of feasting for
our guests, no doubt. And then
the students will revert back to
eating gruel and bread crusts.
2. Joyful noises would
always be heard. If Spring
Sing were every weekend,
we would be graced with the
presence of several different
musical groups from Harding
instead of the ad hoc variety
that we currently witness.
Audible pleasures would ring
freely through campus instead
of the token performances
during Bison Daze. Wouldn't
that be lovely?
3. Grass would always be
green. The reason is because
it would always be getting
sprayed with that green fertilizer they apply before Spring
Sing weekend, so even if the
grass didn't have the actual
ability to become green, it
would essentially be spraypainted like the Keds in a
Spring Sing show. Outsiders
don't realize it, but two weeks
before they get here, our grass
looks like a group of people
devoured hundreds of green
crayons apiece and vomited all
over the lawn.
4. People's mouths would
hurt from smiling. And this
doesn't just go for the people
in the show. This goes for everyone who works on campus
because for some reason, they
are just so much happier since
it's Spring Sing time. I'm not
sure what it is, but everyone
is just on their best behavior,
and it would be fantastic
to see that same vigor at all
times.
see HIGGINS page Sb
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Backstage brings Spring Sing to life
by BLAKE MATHEWS
news editor
It is spring at Harding
University, and all the familiar
flowers are blooming. The gray
winter haze has left the Arkansas
sky, allergies are picking up and
students everywhere are running
low on DCB and chapel skips.
Perhaps the most obvious sign
that spring is here can be found
on the stage of the Benson Auditorium, where half a semester's
worth of singing, choreography
and costume design is about to
explode in the grand annual production that is Spring Sing.
For the hosts, hostesses,
ensemble and club members
who have poured their time
and energy into the show, the
spotlight awaits. But Spring
Sing could not have grown to
its current size without the time
and energy of several people

who spend minimal time at the
forefront. These "unsung heroes"
of Spring Sing are a crucial, if
not humble part of I larding's
biggest show.
Spring Sing would amount
to little more than a talent show
without the technical crews. This
year's theme of Juvenescence
would not be possible without
the sets and props they build and

Routine keeps show on schedule
by RACHEL DENZIN

student reporter

Romanian playwright Eugene Ionesco wrote in "Notes
and Counter Notes" that, "I
personally would like to bring
a tortoise onto the stage, turn
it into a racehorse, then into
a hat, a song, a ·d ragoon, and a
fountain ofwater. One can dare
anything in the theatre."
With all that is accomplished
in producing Spring Sing, it
would be no surprise if a turtle
were brought onto the stage and
turned into a racehorse. No, that
would be nothing compared to
all that goes into the staging,

lighting, set design and music
for Spring Sing (to name a few
things).
Amanda Gates, a senior and
member of the build crew, said
that the building crew has almost
as much choreography as the
clubs do in Spring Sing.
Spring Sing director Dr. Steven
Frye said he doesn't know any
show that operates on the scale
of Spring Sing.
Frye begins planning for
next year's Spring Sing around
March or April. As has become
tradition, he announces the
following year's theme at the
awards ceremony of the current
Spring Sing.

Frye said he finds it easier
to break up the tasks of Spring
Sing into stages so it is more
manageable.
Another reason planning begins
so early is because much of the
equipment used for Spring Sing
is rented and must be reserved
in advance.
Once the hosts and hostesses
are chosen for Spring Sing, the
show is tailored to fit their acts
and personalities.
It would not be an exaggeration
to say it takes a small army to accomplish Spring Sing. More than
a thousand people are involved
in producing the show.
see PROCESS page Sb

operate backstage. Sophomore
Sydney Clyde and junior Devin
Edwards have been working for
weeks as part of the "run crew," a
group of students hired to make
sure Spring Sing's moving parts
all work together.
AltOOugh~ooSJXingS~

is not mandatory for any student,
theater majors are drawn to the job
by the experience it offers.

"What I want to do is direct
professionally," Clyde said. "I
feel like I couldn't be an efficient
director if I didn't know all of
the things that go into doing
backstage stuff." 1be"backstige
stuff" involves much more than
raising and lowering curtains.
Clyde said she is responsible for
"corralling a bunch of people,"
namely the club members who
run on and off stage during
performances.
She described the mood
backstage as "organized chaos"
during the show. Edwards laughed
and nodded in agreement.
"Exactly,"he said. ''I was trying
to think of the words, but 'chaos'
is definitely in there."
Amid the chaos, run crew
is also charged with keeping
performers safe. The stage
features several moving parts
- and people - that could be
see BACKSTAGE page Sb

Color by Number•••
• People who fly on stage
during the show.

• Gallons of paint used to
decorate the stage and sets.

• Wheels on the Jazz Band's
moveable stage, which
weighs approximately three
tons.

• Inner tubes used in Delta
Gamma Rho and Chi Omega
Pi's show, "Dare to Bare Your
Toes."

• Motorcycle driven on stage.

• Crew members working
backstage on the run crew.
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Harding Campuses
Main Campus Searcy, Ark.
Graduate School of Religion· Memph1~ Tenn
Professional Center North Lettie Rock. Ark.
Pmfessional Center Bentonvdle, Ark.
lntemattonal Programs around the 111Qrld

To visit campus.
call !800) 477·4407
For the Heritage Inn,
call (888) 766-2465

Can't make it to campus? Go to
www.Visit.Hard1ng.edu

Academic Buildings
1. American Studies Building
2. Claud Rogers Lee
Academic Services Center
Other Buildings
3. Ezell Building
1S. American Heritage Auditorium
4. Ganus Building
16. American Heritage Cafeteria
5. Harding Academy
17. American Heritage Center
6. Health Sciences Center
18. Administration Building
7. Mabee Business Building
19. Benson Auditorium
8. Mclnteer Bible &
20. Brackett Library
World Missions Center
21. Hammon Student Center
9. Olen Hendrix Buildi ng
10. Pryor-England Science Center 22. Harding Place Retirement Center
23. Harding Press
11. Reynolds Center for
24. Health Services
Music & Communication
2S. LottTucker Physical
12. Sears Honors College
Resource Building
13. Stevens Art & Design Center
26. Ulrey Performing Arts Center
14. Thornton Education Center

Athletics
27. Band Practice Field
28. Concession Stand
29. First Security Stadium
30. Ganus Athletic & Wellness Center
31. Golf Range
32. Intramural Football Fields
33. Intramural Soccer Field
34. lntramural Softball Fields
3S. Jerry Moore Baseball Field
36. Rhodes Memorial Field House
37. Tennis Complex

•••

Apartments

Residence HaUs
38. Allen Hall
39 Armstrong Hall
40. Cathcart Hall
41. Cone Hall
42. Graduate Hall
43. Harbin Hall
44. Keller Hall
4S. Kendall Hall

46. Pattie Cobb Hall 53. Center Place Apt.
S4. Harding Village (A·Ml
47. Pryor Hall
S5. Pleasure Oaks Apt.
48. Searcy Hall
56. Stafford Apt.
49. Sears Hall
S7. West Apt. (A-0)
SO. Shores Hall
Sl. Stephens Hall
S2. Laundry Facilities (A-C)

and when to be there

4 p.m.

10 p.m.

Good News Singers

$10, $12, $15

C.L. Kay Plaza

Free Admission

lheatron
Mdnteer Rottmda

Free Admission

FRI

:~--------------------------------................--------------------------------· ·------------------------...----------·:~----------------"""'----------------·
7 p.m.
"Scapin'1
Ulrey Performing Aru Center

$8

I Free with Pass

Free Admission

11 a.m.
Pied Pipers
Reynolds Recital Hall

9 a.m.
Belles & Beaux

Free Admission

Benson Auditorium

1 p.m.
Baseball
vs, Henderson State

Jerry Moore field

Free Admission

2 p.m.

Free Admission

''Scapin"
Ulrey Performing Art!> Center

s

$8

$10, $12, $15

Free with Pass

4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Zeta Pi Zeta Cookout
Front Lawn

(GanusAthleticCenterifralnlng)

$3

,

Free Admission

$10, $12, $15
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Kelly Gossett
Freshman

•

According to freshman
Kelly Gossett and in accordance with her Zeta Rho club,
life gets better with age, even
old age.
"Our
theme is geriatric," Gossett
said. "Even
as you grow
older you can
still be young
inside. We
Gossett
tell people
that you really
start living when you're older."
Despite her club's optimistic outlook and elderly women
costumes, it appears that
Gossett is currently living the
good life, as she's thoroughly
enjoying her time bonding
with fellow club members.
"It's all about having fun
with my pledge class," Gossett
said. "That's the reason I did
it. I feel like it was a good way
for me to grow closer to them
and just have fun."
-

Samantha Holschbach

Tandi Morgan
Sophomore
Though finding time management to be problematic
at times, sophomore Tandi
Morgan finds comic relief in
her elderly
lady costume,
complete with
wrinkle lines
and a pastel
sweater.
"They're
really funny,"
...__ _ __.__, Morgan said,
Morgan
remarking
about her
club members' elderly look.
"I'm a tap dancer, so they're
just supposed to be cute little
old ladies, just doing little
dances in the afternoons, I
guess."
Her only qualm with her
costume has been re-glittering
her shoes.
"The glitter's not staying
on at all," Morgan said. "I'll
have to re-glitter these at least
six times this week."
-

Samantha Holschbach

Preston Hammitt

such he's participating in his
second Spring Sing performance, this time as a nerd in
the Ju Go Ju and Ko Jo Kai
performance.
"I do a little swing dance
and, like, the thing is, the girls
~llJli&~'I are trying to
find a date for
prom," James
said. "And the
greasers have
all the looks,
but they can't
dance. The
nerds are
James
dorky but
they're better
than the girls, so the (girls]
just decide to go by themselves."
For his role, James has
been perfecting his punching
technique in a nonconventional way.
"I've just been working on
technique by jumping on a
trampoline, doing this punchout thing," James said.
Thinking ahead, James
hopes to aspire to Spring Sing
stardom if he attends Harding.
"I might want to try out
for host one year, actually
when I'm in college," James
said.
-

Samantha Holschbach

Catherine Canterbury
Senior
Though she's juggling student teaching responsibilities,
senior Catherine Canterbury
can't seem to
get enough of
Spring Sing.
It's such a
good experience," Can" terbury said.
"It's always
~-.a..1 good."
Canterbury
Canterbury played a
large role her freshman year,
served as a director her junior
year and is now playing a
small role as a swimmer in a
plastic inflatable tube.
"We're doing water aerobics," Canterbury said. "We're
all kicking in rings, in different colors.
-

Samantha Holschbach

Catie Burleson

Sophomore

Senior

Each role in Spring Spring,
no matter how seemingly minor, is a piece
in the puzzle
that makes
the show a
shining success.
"I really
like Spring
Sing, though
Hammitt
I'm doing just
a small part,"
sophomore P reston Hammitt
said. "I'm going to be holding
a bingo card."
Hammitt's family will be
visiting him and enjoying the
full Spring Sing experience.

Senior Catie Burleson can
honestly say she's the only Big
Mac in the Spring Sing show.
"I'm the only burger on the
menu," Burleson said. "There's
a shake,
burger and
fries. W e get
out, and they
told us we can
do whatever
we want to
do."
Though
Burleson
she can shake
as she wills,
Burleson has found that
coordination of the individual
roles can be tricky.
"The stage positions are
such a large-scale thing,"
Burleson said.
As a three-time Spring
Sing participant, Burleson
acknowledged that she will
miss Spring Sing once she

-

Samantha Holschbach

Jackson James
Eighth Grade
Eighth-grader Jackson
James has already caught
the Spring Sing bug, and as

Jonathan Stein

graduates, but she finds a condolence in her younger sister.
"My sister's a freshman, so
she can carry it on for me,"
Burleson said.
-

Senior

Samantha Holschbach

Adam Brown
Freshman
Freshmen at Harding have
no idea what they're getting
into when they join Spring
Sing. Freshman social science
major Adam
Brown said
that even
without club
ties, he was
still pulled
into the controlled chaos
--~-_......_ that is Spring
Brown
Sing.
"My
friend, Rebecca Parker, encouraged me to join," Brown
said. "I'm not in either of
these clubs, but I've had a lot
fun doing it."
The bright colors, fun
music and fast movement
may pull them in, but it's their
friends who keep them there
when the times get tough.
"There have been times
when I've been really frustrated about what time practices
are and sacrifices that I've
made, but overall it's been a
great experience."
- Jeremy Watson

Ashley Sain
Senior
Sometimes, when the stress
of all the Spring Sing practices combined with homework
and tests begin to get you
down, all you need is a little
sunlight. Senior Ashley Sain
is doing her best this year to
spread a bit of sweetness and
light to those
around her
as she plays
the sun in the
Chi Omega
Pi, Delta
Gamma Rho
and friends
--~.t..W.-i:......i show about
Sain
a day at the
beach, "Dare
to Bare Your Toes."
"They told me about the
small part of the sun, and it's
kind oflike a blast, and they
wanted me to do it; they said
it fit my personality, and I was
like, 'OK'," Sain said.
Sain said meeting new
people in her club she hasn't
had the opportunity to get to
know yet is the best part of
the Spring Sing experience.
"[It's great] helping each
other get ready and meeting
new people," Sain said. "I'm a
senior and most of the people
doing it are freshmen, so I get
to meet them all."
- Jeremy Watson

Clay Williams
Junior
Junior biology major Clay
Williams has had his fair
share of Spring Sing experience. After performing with
a different show each year
during his freshman (Chi
Sigma Alpha and Regina) and
sophomore (Delta Gamma
Rho and Chi Omega Pi)

years, he decided to join both
shows this year. He said he
enjoys working on the shows
with different people from all
over campus.
"It really has great camaraderie, to
use Dr. Burks'
favorite term,"
Williams
said. "It says
a lot when
you can come
together as
.___ _ __ _, a group and
put together
Williams
a production
like this."
Williams said that while
working on the show can
push everything else to the
side, it is more than worth it.
"1l1e hardest part is time
management, with all the
other different things you
have in your schedule, and it
does take a lot of time, especially with the last couple of
weeks leading up to the show,"
he said. "But the friendships
that you make and the fun
that you have coming together
and performing the show outweighs that."
- Jeremy Watson

"I think my favorite part is
right before you go out there,"
Tankersly said. "Everyone's in
back, and you're all nervous
when we're only going to be
on stage for five seconds."
- Jeremy Watson

Josh Kellett
Senior
Even math majors enjoy
the benefits of getting to
know people
through working with them
on Spring
Sing shows.
Josh Kellett,
a senior from
West Monroe,
La., has been
Kellett
involved with
Spring Sing
for the past three years.
Kellett said he participated
each year because it helped
him to get to know the new
members of his club, Chi
Sigma Alpha. Kellett is also a
beau for Regina, so he meets
new members of that club
during rehearsals, too.
"Jersey night's my favorite 'cause the energy's really
high," Kellett said.
-

Jordan Bailey

Lolli McCarty
Senior

Jenny Carroll
Lacey Tankersly
Seniors
Spring Sing can create a
bond between friends that
keeps them coming back for
more. For seniors Jenny Carroll and Lacey Tankersly, the
bond that·brought them back
to Spring Sing after participating last year was literal.
"We were attached by a
string on stage, so we felt a
very close bond and that we
should do it this year,"Tankersly said.
Both members ofJu Go Ju,
Tankersly and Carroll played
mittens in their club's show
last year. This year, they pair
up again as malts in a soda
shop during the Ju Go Ju, Ko
Jo Ki and friends '50s-themed
show, "One Swing and No
Ring."Tankersly said she
enjoys the anticipation that
builds up before they start to
perform.

Senior Lolli McCarty is
a Spring Sing veteran: this is
her fourth year to be involved
in her club's show.
The psychology major said
she loves Spring Sing because
she is forced b her friends to
participate.
She enjoys
getting to
spend more
time with
her friends,
even though
it is time
L--__..-..__ _. with enforced
McCarty
attendance in
rehearsals.
McCarty said she enjoys
the costumes in her show
"Get Fired Up!!!"
"Heather Long is supposed
to be a medicine man, but she
looks like Cher, so whenever
she walks by I have to sing
'Gypsies, Tramps & Thieves,"'
McCarty said.
McCarty directed last year,
and she assisted with choreography this year. Her advice to
new Spring Sing participants is
to say goodbye to friends and
have fun and don't stress.
-

Jordan Bailey

Jonathan Stein, a senior
from Watauga, Texas, SJ d
he thin ks
the Native
Americin
name ot his
hometown
has prepared
him for his
role as an
Indian
chief
- -'"'"-"'---"'-""--'
Stein
in "Get Fired
Up!!!"
Stein is a member of Chi
Sigma Alpha, and this 1s his
third year to participate in
Spring Sing.
"The thing I like most
about Spring Sing is seeing all
my club brothers and friends
come together as one fo fun,
fellowship and a good c use,"
Stein said.
His club's chosen ch;1ri ty is
the Searcy Children's I Jome.
Stein said he also en1nys
his costume this year bet ause
he gets to wear comfort~ble
scrub pants and an awesome
headdress.
- Jordan Bailey

Scott Taylor
Senior
Senior Scott Taylor, .111 interior design
major, thinks
the audience
should come
expectin~ to
see the "childlike qualities
in ever\'one."
"I think
they're going
Taylor
to see a lot of
energy this year," he said even
compared to previous St ring
Sings. The show's energ~ flows
from its youthful theme
-

Blake Mathews

Charissa Collins
Junior
Like life, Harding is ··all
about rel.ttionship~ ... junior Charissa
Collins said.
Coll111s, a
communication sciences
and diso1..._
ders ma1 •r,
Collins
particip 1tes in
Spring 'iing
for the tight social bond, it
creates between her and her
fellow performers.

____

~

-

Blake Mathews

Jeremy Hall
Sophomore
Sophomore Jeremy J fall
works with
the technical
crew to provide the wdio
ofSprin~

Sing. Sit
ting be!. ind a
giant so ind
control board,
Hall
he said that
this yea1 will
be "a lot more streamlined."
Hall, a theater major f om
Nashville, Tenn., also look forward to the childlike theme and
expects it to be "lightheart ·d."
- Blake Mathews
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ACTI

ACTll
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious - Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble
Lines, Fiber, Grey Hair, Oh My! - TNT, Zeta Rho and Friends
Who I Am - Haley Jane Witt
One Swing and No Ring - Ju Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai and Friends

Jersey Boys Medley - Hosts and Ensemble Men
Get Fired Up!!! - Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina, OEGE, Omega Lambda Chi & Friends
Proud of Your Boy - Logan Mclain
Hot House - Harding Univeristy Jazz Band
Life Together- Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble & Club Representatives
United We Stand - Hosts, Hostesses, Ensemble & Club Representatives

Come enjoy
our great
selection of
drinks and
food in a

great
atmosphere!

( louh ot nprraoon:

MondJy 1h11m!Jy l l ·OO <J:OO
l'nd2) & !>.lrurJ>) J l '.()0 I 0:00
~und.ly l 030 9·00

Across from campus!
130 I E Beebe Capps
501-268-3627

SE RVJNG S fEAKS , FRESH SEAFOOD. PASTA AND MORE

5'x5' • 5'x 10' • 5'x 15' • lO'x 15' • 10'x20' • 10' x25' • 12'x 15'

Surveillance Cameras
Gated Key Entry

student publications
A T I HARDING I U N I V E R S I T Y

1311 N.Maple
501-268-9160

~little Caesars·
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Hosts, hostesses dazzle director
BY PENNY CRONK
student writer
Spring Sing hosts and hostesses carry a star-quality on
Harding's campus. They are
known by people who they don't
know and liked by people who
they have never seen.
This year, a juvenescent crew
is hosting Harding's Spring
Sing. Logan McLain, Elizabeth
Harrell, Haley Jane Witt and
Nate White will be guiding the
audience through Spring Sing
2009, "J uvenescence," the state
of being young.
M cClain, a junior computer
science major from Searcy, was
involved in theater at a young
age.
"Logan was in 'Cheaper by
the Dozen' at Searcy Dinner
Theater 13 years ago," Spring
Sing director Dottie Frye said.
"He was much shorter then."
M cClain is not a newcomer
to Spring Sing, either. H e was
a host last year and has been in
the show during his three years
at H arding. He was a member
of the ensemble in 2007.
After a year away from hosting, H arrell has returned to the

•

,
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Spring Sing director Dottie Frye has enjoyed working with the hosts
and hostesses this year, calling them natural leaders and praising
their on-stage teamwork as "genuine."
role for this production. Harrell,
a senior vocal music education
major from Nashville,Tenn., was
a hostess in 2007 and has had a
role in Homecoming musicals
"Oklahoma," "The Wizard of
O z,""Fiddler on the Roof" and
"Beauty and the Beast."
Witt, a junior nursing major
from Chattanooga, Tenn., is

also hosting for a second time.
In add ition to Spring Sing
experience, she has performed
in the Homecoming musicals
"Oklahoma" and "Wizard of
Oz."
The lone newcomer to the
hosting scene is White, a freshman from Omaha, Neb. He is
a vocal music education major

and sings w ith the Harding
Chorus. He was also in the fall
production of"Oklahoma."
"Nate is our freshman," Frye
said. "We call him the rookie
and he loves it."
This group has already stolen
the hearts of those they work
with. According to directors,
they work long hours dancing
without complaining.
"They not only have incredible voices and are entertainers,
but they also have leadership
skills and work well with peers,"
Frye said. "That's what I expect
them to be."
After working with numerous
Spring Sing hosts and hostesses,
Frye has fallen in love with these
four, just like all the others.
"Yes it is a new year because
it's new people, new music and
we're building new relationships
but at the same time it's reminding
us of the previous years."
This group has stood out
in the Dottie's mind because
they truly love to be together
and that is something to build
up off.
"When you see the chemistry
on the stage, it's not just acting,
it's genuine."
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HIGGINS: Campus temporarily fun
CONTINUED from page 1 b
5. We would always have the
best chapels. Maybe it's just me,
but Spring Sing chapels are just
so much more upbeat than any
others. I'm not really sure why.
Perhaps it's the hoards ofpotential
students in the crowd. Perhaps it's
the hundreds of alumni. But the
Bison Daze chapel folks always do
their best to hook the audience and
make sure everything is perfect. It
seems as though chapel is always
on its A-game during that Friday.
It's almost like a coincidence, but
surely not.
6. Campus would always be fun.
When Spring Sing rolls around,
there are always so many activities

PROCESS:

going on. Potential students feel
as though Harding is like one big
playground, but when Monday
rolls around it's back to business
as usual. But the real students
know that it's not always about
rainbows and lollipops and happy
time on campus. That just comes
one week per school year, and we
have to do everything we can to
take advantage of it because we
know that at the stroke midnight
on Sunday, the happy Harding
bubble turns back into the mw1dane
Harding bubble without a fas;ade
of gum drops.
Now, excuse me while I go
munch on some good food while
I still can.

Show planning starts early

CONTINUED from page 1b
The planning starts small, with
Frye choosing thematic ideas, and
funnels out from there. Frye and
BenJones,Harding new technical
director, plan the set design, while
D ottie Frye, Cindy Stockstill, Dr.
Warren Casey and Dr. Frye make
music selections.
Clubs choose and create their
own props and costumes. They
also create their own graphics to
be displayed on the LED screen
and on the side screens.
"'Il1e question is not just 'what

are we going to do?"' Frye said.
"The question is 'how are we going to do it?"'
Frye also likes to incorporate
a new trick every year to the
Spring Sing show. This year, two
"tricks" have been added into the
show.The first new trick is having
the entire jazz band on a wagon
that moves on stage. The second
addition involves flight with the
aid of ZFX, the company that
assisted during the flying scenes
of Harding's production of"The
Wizard of Oz."

BACKSTAGE: Photographers and musicia ns pitch in to make Spring Sing memorable for everyone involved
CONTINUED from page 1b
potentially dangerous to an unaware Spring Singer. H eavy props
have to be moved out of the way,
performers attached to wires must
be secured properly and, Edwards
said, a motorcycle rides across the
stage during one club's show.
"The clubs aren't in any danger,
but they could be ... potentially
... if things go completely awry,"
Clyde said.
What she and Edwards ronsider
to be the biggest threat is also one
of the show's standout features:
the jazz band's moving platform.
Weighing in at approximately three
tons, the platform slides forward
and back several times throughout
the show. Moving it and the 20
musicians sitting on top is the job
ofjust four crew members.
"It was one of those things
where [we asked], 'Can we really
do that?"' Edwards said.
But the platform, which was
put together by students on the
"build crew," is set on 24 castors,
or wheels, that can swivel independently. The castors spread the
weight out enough to give the
platform a smooth ride.
Both the build and run crews
operate u nder the guidance of

Ben Jones, the technical director
for Spring Sing. A theater major
and ensemble singer during his
time as a student, Jones said he
has experience "on all sides, from
producer, to director, to actor, to
designer and technician."
Jones has spent much of this
semester treating Spring Sing like a
full-time job.He said he often works
40 hours a week coordinating and
supervising the crew members.Two
weeks before the show begins, he
might work upwards of70 hours
in a week
''I was here '.till 3 in the morning
last night and then came back right
after chapel," he said.
Clyde said that she, as a crew
member, works nine hours a week,
although with show-time approaching, workers are encouraged to
"come in whenever you can."
"It's probably the most stressful
job you have to do in theater," she
said. "But it's also the most fun."
Jones pointed to messages on
the back ofthe jazz band platform
that crews had left for each other as
one sign ofthe "fun-ness." One was
the word "WOOT"scrawled out in
black. According to the Computer
D esktop Encyclopedia, "woot"
means either "hooray"or stands for
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"we owned the other team."
When all is said and done,Jones
and his crews get paid for their
work but receive little attention
for it. Working behind the curtain
is unglamorous, but Clyde and
Edwards said they did not need the
spotlight to feel appreciated.
"A lot oftimes, whatwill happen
is, you'll just be walking around
and you'll hear someone say 'That
was so cool when this happened!"'
Edwards said. "And you're like, 1
did that."'
Clyde described a portion ofthe
show when one of the performers flies through the air on wires
operated by the crew. When the
NOAH DARNELL I The Bison
scene was performed in front of Students practice dance routines in the Benson Auditorium lobby in
an audience for the first time, the the days leading up to the performance.
reaction was immediate.
night during five nights.
never be published and even less of
"When everybody went 'AhThe process has taken hours it will have his name on it, Darnell
hhh!' ... that's all the recognition
of his time and, of the thousands takes it all in stride.Just seeing his
we need," Clyde said.
of photos he takes, most of them photographs in print gives him
Jones said that the performwill
never see publication.
"personal satisfaction."
ers, from hosts to club members,
'We might take 1,000or1,200
"It's just kind ofa cool thing to
had been vocally appreciative of
or
1,500
pictures
for
one
perforsee
it in print after doing work," he
the crew's work Still, he said he
preferred that the 13 workers mance," Darnell said. "After that, said. "Even if nobody else knows
maybe one or two will be used. Half that it was me."
backstage remain "unsung."
Though not necessarily hid"The concept of theater is to the time they're not recognized in
publications."
den away from the audience, the
make the experience as fun as
Senior and photographer Craig Harding Jazz Band spends most
possible for the audience while
making it seem like we're putting Rainbolt documented two Spring of Spring Sing supporting the
out no effort at all," Jones said. Sing performances last year. He hosts, hostesses and ensemble
"If you knew how many hours walked away with almost 9,000 during their musical numbers.
The songs they play have been
a magician put into his trick, it pictures.
"I
tooksomanypicturesthatmy
arranged
specifically for Spring
wouldn't be quite as cool."
was
tired,"
Rainbolt
said.
Sing,
and
some of the musicians
hand
Spring Sing is a unique expeHe
said
photographing
Spring
are
less
than
appreciative about
rience each year, but each set of
Sing
is
difficult
because
of
the
drastic
being
forced
to
play along.
memories is recorded and p~
"It's mandatory for us, and we
by photographers like senior Noah lighting changes that happen over
Darnell.This year, Darnell has spent the course ofthe show. Every time have to play simple music ... over
hours at practices and in the studio the stage gets darker or brighter, and over again so they can get it all
taking pictures ofthe more visible the camera has to be adjusted to right,"sophomore and saxophonist
compensate.
Justin Tesh said.
members of Spring Sing.
Darnell said that he loves his
Althoughhesaidhelikedafew
His work started in January,
when he was asked to take individual job and does not mind the oc- of the songs, specifically hostess
picnlfes of the hosts, hostesses, casional tedium that comes from Elizabeth Harrell's "I Know It's
ensemble and clubs. Sessions would sifting through hundreds ofphotos Today,'Tesh described his feelings
last hours and were spread out over after a shoot. In fact, he sees it as towards the Spring Sing experience by sticking out his tongue
several days. In total, Darnell took "something to chill with."
"Some
people
watch
TV;
I'm
and
blowing a raspberry.
around 350 photos, but the studio
Senior and trumpeter Tyler
work was just the beginning.Actual nerdy and edit pictures," Darnell
Morse said he was also frustrated
practices were next, where Darnell said.
Although
mostofhisworkwill
with
being required to participate
said he took 400 to 500 photos a

Sl'C Mldloel Sporks or SSW Brion Mills

in Spring Sing. While he enjoys
playing the "upbeat numbers"
and "[screaming] in the upper
registers" on his trumpet, "when
that's not happening, I just kind
of go comatose," he said.
Morse is participating in his
third Spring Sing this year. H e
has never seen the majority of
the show, as the jazz band stays
behind the curtain when they are
not playing.
"Maybe if I saw this production from a different view, from
the seats out there, I might like it
more," he said.
The jazz band will play two
of its own songs, "Alianza" and
"Hot House." during the show.
Morse said he wished he and his
bandmates were featured more
prominently, since they were not
given the choice to opt out of
Spring Sing. However, he said he
understands that "it kind ofcomes
with the territory."
Greg Snider is a freshman
and saxophonist in the Jazz Band,
and while he said the music was
"boring," he acknowledged that
it was designed with a different
audience in mind.
"This music isritjazz music,"he
said. "It's pop music, which evel)Qne
can appreciate and enjoy. You don't
have to think about it."
While some members of the
band wanted a bigger presence on
stage, Snider said he was fine with
being in the background.
"We're just there as the band,"
he said. "How many concerts do
you see that, besides introducing
the band and saying "Thanks"
to the band, they get more than
that?"
When the Spring Sing spotlights shut off for 2009, the crew
members, photographers and
musicians may not have won any
awards. They may not have their
own screaming fans packing the
Benson. But when spring begins
to bloom next year, they will be
called on again to make Spring Sing
2010 the best show it can be.
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Guide to ultimate dining affair
Worker dishes insider tips on fine dining experience
By MaryCaitlin Tanksley
student re porter

From the time you walk
through the restaurant's
doors, tht. first impression is
everything. You are greeted,
seated anJ ready to order,
but is there not more to
dining out with a significant
other or family? What is it
that makes a restaurant so
appealing~ What is it about
a restaurant that makes you
want to go back time and
time again? Working in a
four-star restaurant for more
than five vears has allowed
me to gain insight into what
it takes to have a successful
restaurant. In this article,
I will walk you through
the different aspects of the
ultimate restaurant experience and what truly makes it
worth your time and hardearned money.
What are the key elements to look when dining out? Food, of course,
but trust me, there is more.
While the menu should be
a priority, management, service, the atmosphere and the
over-all experience should
not be forgotten. What all
does this entail?
Good management begins
at the door. The moment you
walk in, a friendly greeting
and a "How are you folks
today?" is necessary. Being
personable with the customers and addressing both genders when together is crucial
in making the customer feel
welcome and acknowledged.
Management should entail

everything from the floor
being clean to how well your
servers present themselves.
If you notice trash around
the restaurant, dirty tables,
snobby servers or unkempt
restrooms, a complaint ought
to be filed. When opening
such a business, these issues
should be addressed, but it
seems after some time, management tends to become
lazy, and this cannot and
should not become a habit in
a business of service.
A restaurant's service
should consist of a focused
waitstaff, correct food orders,
no negligence with ongoing
problems and a sweet, positive
attitude. After all, when serving customers, whether you are
a manager, host or hostess or
server, it should all be about the
customer.
A focused waitstaff should
be "in the zone," according
to restaurant terminology.
This means that the server is
solely focused on providing
whatever the customer needs
wholeheartedly and to the best
of his or her ability. This can
be difficult for some waitstaff,
but the blame should always
fall back on them. If an order
is forgotten or taken incorrectly, the explanation should
be "I apologize for my mistake.
What is it that I can do for
you to correct my mistake?"
Never should the explanation
be "Sorry. The stupid kitchen
messed it up, and I told them
not to" and so forth.
No matter whose fault it
is, the server should always
take the fall. When a problem

occurs, be sure your server does
not avoid your table or the
problem. If this happens, your
server is being negligent and
not taking responsibility. Also,
whether the restaurant is full or
barely turning tables, the wait
staff should always be kind and
have a positive attitude.
A conversation like this:
"How are you today?" and you
respond with "Good, thank
you and yourself?" but then the
response - "Oh, man, I'm so
tired. I've been working all day,
and my feet hurt. I can't wait
to get out of here!" is unprofessional. Those words tell you that
you are not tl1eir priority, and
they will not allow you to take
your time. Expect the entrees to
come right after the appetizers arrive and the bill to come
as you are taking your first few
bites of the main course.
Clearly, the server wants to
feed you, be tipped and turn the
tabl e. You, as a paying customer, should be given time to eat
each course at your own pace.
Ifyou are being rushed, this is
unacceptable. Also, if the server
asks you for dessert while you
or your company is still eating,
acknowledge this rude service.
All party members should
equally be given the time to
finish their own meal. Also, the
bill should never be presented
when still eating; the server
should always ask you if you are
ready for the bill before rudely
setting it on the table and
walking away. Another point I
might add is how observant the
waitstaffis. Drink refills are one
thing, but if your dishes pile
up, it may just be a case of pure

laziness.
Atmosphere is paramount
when searching for the ultimate
restaurant experience. Most of
the time, dining out is a social
event, whether you are with
your family or on a dinner date
for two. The atmosphere should
always be appealing and only
add to your experience. Every
restaurant has its own style,
feel and structure; however, this
does not translate to how well
run the restaurant might be. If
you are seated in a ch aotic and
unnecessarily noisy atmosphere,
most likely you are not going
to leave with satisfaction. You
should be looking for an enjoyable time wh ere you can hear
yourself think and converse
with your company, not listen
to the waitstaff gossip about
the newest hostess. Some
restaurants occasionally have
a full house with big screens
displaying ongoing sports, but
adding unprofessional, gawking waitstaff should be out of
the question. It's one thing to
have a fu n, energetic atmosphere but unacceptable for it
to be a circus.
W hen dining out, keep in
mind that you pay for your
experience. If someth ing is
wrong, let the management
know. This is not to say, when
dining out, treat the staff
however you please because,
in fact, the restaurant world
can be brutal, and many of us
are in day in and day out. The
only way for a restaurant to
grow and develop positively
is if there is communication between the staff and
customers.
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I Rose oil
6 Artist's tripod
11 Swab
J4 Strong suit
I 5 Tractor name
16 Seafood
17 Forest members
18 Pomegranate syrup
20 Sharp curve
21 His and her
23 Yield
24 Betsy or Diana
26 Wrath
27 Most beneficial
28 Sidekick
30 Route
33 _ _ and Hyde
36 Might
37 Toward the mouth
(Prefix)
38 Fatima's son
39 Surveyor
42 Crude
43
de mer
44 Food fish
45 Pasta
47 Some Central
European people
50 And so on (Abbr.)
51 Slick publications,
for short
52 Posed
54 Labels
58 Baseball's Pee Wee
60 Thick
62 Before (Prefix)
63 Steward
65 Poplar
67 Tinge
68 Rich cake
69 Governed
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70 Knight's title
71 Behalf
72 Kernels

1 Subsequently

11 Washed-up

12
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2 Body
3 Braid of hair
4 Supped
5 Repose
6 Garden tool
7 Lofty bird's nest
8 Visionary
9 European sea
eagle
10 Guide

27
29
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33
34
35
36

lumber?
Topnotch
Pub feature
Workspace
Knolls
Undercover
agent
Rifle attachments
Totally
Caress
Plant part
Conn. school
Preserves
A irline name
Metric linear unit
Delirious

40 Romaine lettuce
41 Decay
46 Month (Abbr.)
48 Flowerpot
49 Representatives
52 Actress Berger
53 Staked
55 Edible fruit
56 Avarice
57 Transmits
58 Cheers
59 Pocketbook
60 Defy
61 Com spikes
64 Period
66 Lolita actress
Lyon
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Midnight Oil is a popular coffee shop located on Race Street at the
edge of Harding's campus.

Customers flock

to Midnight Oil
By REBECCA HARRELL
student reporter

busy even during the summer months when Harding is
quiet and deserted.
Midnight Oil is one of
However, there are many
things that help this cofthe most beloved and popular
sites in Searcy. With its quaint fee house thrive year round,
exterior and warm interior, it
and the menu is one of those
is no wonder both students
things. Muffins, cake, cheesecake, shakes, smoothies and
and locals Bock there. Many
fi nd the fi replace, the cozy
other delicious foods are
always offered. In addition to
furniture, the soothing wall
color and the comfortable
that, there are lunchtime spedeck outside inviting and
cials. However, the one thing
relaxing.
that draws the most people is
Rusty and Nancy Meadthe coffee.
ows are the owners of MidEven though Midnight Oil
night Oil. Both the employees is a small-town coffee shop,
and owners said they take
it has a wide reach across this
pride in this small-town cofarea, and it is not just strictly
fee house.
focused on coffee.
Midnight Oil's coffee is
"Rusty and I consider it
so popular that it made its
a ministry for us,"Nancy
way into a competition. The
Meadows said. "The employcompetition was h osted by
ees do that as well. We're a
KTH V, which is a news stafamily there."
tion in Little Rock. KTHV
With an attitude like the
was on a search to find the
Meadows', it is not surprisbest coffee in Arkansas. The
ing that Midnight Oil has
name of the competition is
prospered so much. People
Coffee-Tology and Midnight
love being there, the environOil was nominated and fell
ment is calm and fun and the
into the running.
employees and owners are
"They didn't contact us,"
loving, caring people.
Nancy Meadows said. "We
"I love being around
did not win, but I think we
people for one thing," Nancy
were second. I think. SomeMeadows said. "I love the
one saw that we were second
interaction I have with my
behind somebody in Conway." employees and customers. It is
a great place to be. It's a great
The Meadows said that
place for college students, and
even though Midnight Oil
did not win the competition,
we have a very loyal customer
they were not upset. In fact,
base. If we are closed for any
they believe th at the publicity
reason, our locals don't like it."
helped boost business.
Nancy and Rusty Mead"I think it reminds people
ows have been the owners
that we are a very good cofof M idnight Oil for about
fee house," Nancy M eadows
six and a half years, and they
said. "Our lunches have been
said there are not any plans to
busier."
change that.
Located at the edge of
"Midnight Oil is not goHarding's campus and along
ing to go anywhere," Nancy
Race Street, M idnight Oil
Meadows said. "It's going to
is continuously busy. It stays
be here for a very long time."
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for more information
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Fully furnished corporate units

Super Bowl
Summer Open Play Hours begin May 5:
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Thursday 1:00 - 9:00
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Saturday 1:00 - 11 :00
Closed Sunday through Tuesday

825 South Main in Searcy
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Fitness Center
On site Managers
Pool Table

II

Tanning Bed
Big Screen T.V.
Computer Room
Basketball Court
Fully Equipped kitchens
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Walk-in closets
Several floor plan options
Ceiling Fans

Your Campus, Your Paper

Smoke detectors
Washer and Dryer

10% Discount with this coupon!

Mini-blinds
Fenced private swimming pool
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'Doug' co-creator returns to Searcy
By NICK MICHAEL

•

Allen's glasses. He dispenses
stude nt reporter advice in high-tenor with a
jumpy, emphatic energy.
"No! If you want to be a
"There's this idea that I'm
director, go to Hollywood
going to be meek or I'm going
and be a freaking Spielberg,"
to be humble," said Joe Aaron,
Aaron said. "Why think
in his parting shot to aspiring
small of yourself? Don't think
filmmakers. "Like, 'Oh I don't
that because you're from a
really need to be a big director.
small town and went to a
I'd be happy just doing local
small school that you're less
commercials in Bald Knob."
than."
A Harding graduate, Aaron
Aaron moved to the small
is co-creator of the animated
town of Searcy at age nine,
children's sitcom "Doug" and
attended Harding Academy
the writer, director and star of
and received a degree in speech
his independent film "Crazy
from Harding College. The
Jones." He has written for
HBO and E!, and his daughter afternoon after graduation, he
was in the backseat of a car
stars in the HBO documentary "Autism: The Musical."
bound for New York There he
waited tables, auditioned for
Now, he's visiting Harding
stage roles and wrote freelance
University with a new film
for HBO movie promos.
project to pitch. His achievements may not be humble, but
"My feeling is, figure out
what you want to do and move
his demeanor is.
Aaron looks the Hollywood in that direction," he said. "If it
director-type. With his crisp,
comes easy to yQu, then great.
Good for you. But if it comes
classic blue shirt and knowing,
hard, roll up your sleeves and
thin-lipped smile, he looks
something like Conan O'Brien say, 'Well it's going to take me
longer than everyone else, but
(with meeker hair) in Woody

I'm in it for the long haul."'
four kids road-tripping out of
a small town, a film which he
Tired of the spotty pay of
job-hopping, Aaron applied for
wants to shoot in Searcy.
"Look, I'm 47, and I'm still
a position behind the proverbial
curtain as a production assisknocking around," Aaron said.
But what else would I do? If
tant at Children's Television
I went and did another job
Workshop. Behind the scenes
he learned a sense of humor
where, quite frankly, I could
make more money, would I be
and found a grasp of children's
happy? No. So what's success?
entertainment, which prepared
him for "Doug."
Is it the bigger house or doing
Aaron and illustrator Jim
what you want to do?"
Jinkins had coined "Doug"
What Aaron wants to
as a children's book series
do next is to invite industry
in college. Nickleodeon
professionals from Holllywood
asked the pair of creatives to
to Searcy and hire Harding
students to act, shoot, produce
translate it onto the screen.
and edit his journey story. This
"Doug" ran on Nickleodeon
from 1991 to 1994 and on
project would allow students
interested in the entertainment
ABC from 1996 to 1999.
Post-"Doug," Aaron
industry to rub shoulders with
chased his dreams of indedirectors, cinematographers and
pendent film to Los Angeles,
producers who have made it.
where he filmed "Crazy Jones"
Aaron wants to bring the big
time to a small town.
in 2001. Now, he is back in
Searcy, still spilling film ideas.
"You're not nobody, and
There is one with a FaulknerHarding isn't less than
nian lean about a love story beanyone who is born in New
York or wherever," Aaron
tween a teenager and a snakesaid. "Don't be intimidated.
handling preacher's wife. Then
That's the parting shot."
there is a journey story about

'Alternative Press' catches eye
By COLBY DOLLENS

•

•

•

"Alternative Press" is
s t udent re porte r an amazing magazine
for people interested
Rock music is
in alternative rock
ever-changing. It
music.
started with bands
First, "Alternative
like The Beatles in
Press" is an amazing
the 1960s and has
magazine because it
evolved into what we
has terrific visuals.
listen to today. In the
"Alternative Press"
early 90s, rock bands
has a unique style
began experimenting
and terrific cover art
in new, exciting ways
and catches your eye
with their instruments
when walking by the
and vocals. Bands
magazine rack in
started playing music
stores because of its
so unique that no one
creative photography
had heard anything
and loud colors. It's
similar to it. This new,
just bold. Every cover I
broad genre of music
have seen has made me
was termed alternative
curious about what is
rock.
on the inside.
Unfortunately,
The abundance of
alternative rock has
band pictures adds to
never found great
the terrific visuals as
mainstream success.
well. Nearly every page
Mainstream artists get
of "Alternative Press"
all the radio airtime
has new and interestand music videos on
ing pictures. I can feel
television. Because of
the energy in every
this, alternative rock
picture; it gives me a
has gotten very little
small adrenaline rush.
Readers can't always
exposure, and it has
made it harder for
experience live music,
but with all of the
alternative rock fans to
join together.
band pictures in this
Thankfully, fans
magazine you feel like
of alternative rock
you're actually watchcan find what they're
ing the bands perform.
looking for in magaThat's a good feeling
zines. There are several
for alternative rock
magazines that discuss
fans.
alternative rock bands
The terrific visuals
and albums. But which have been disputed by
magazine is the best?
critics though. David
As I walk through
Thorpe, a columnist
my hometown Barnes
for Somethingawful.
& Noble, one rock
com, called "Alternamagazine. seems to altive Press" "aesthetically offensive., and
ways find its way into
my hands. It is called
suggests the magazine
"Alternative Press."
is too flamboyant. I

understand where
he is coming from;
"Alternative Press" is
definitely bold. However, I don't think the
visuals are excessively
flamboyant. In fact, the
style captivates most
readers. When I read
"Alternative Press," I
want to feel the music
through the pages. I
feel this visual style is
perfect for what the
magazine is trying to
convey to its readers.
Another thing that
makes "Alternative
Press" an amazing
magazine is it's excellent album reviews.
Approximately onefourth of every issue
is reserved for new
albums coming out
that month. This is
very helpful for people
who don't like listening to the same songs
over and over. I find
that "Alternative Press"
gives clear, objective
reviews that don't favor
one specific subgenre.
That is particularly important to me because
I am interested in all
types of alternative
music.
Furthermore,
"Alternative Press"
has excellent album
reviews because they
review with an open
mind. They are willing
to promote new music,
even if it has not been
deemed worthy by
the rest of the rock
community. "Alternative Press" stuck with
unknown bands like

Fall Out Boy, Panic
at the Disco and The
All-American Rejects.
Eventually, these bands
became popular, and
the rest of the world
understood why the
magazine supported
them.
Finally, "Alternative
Press" is an amazing
magazine because it
gets lots of input from
musicians. Several
articles in the magazine are there just to
let the readers get to
know the musicians
better. Every issue has
a section titled "OpEd Speak Out." In this
section, the mu~icians
write about their experiences and important
issues that pertain to
the alternative rock
community. These artides help me see the
musicians in a new and
interesting way.
"Alternative Press"
inout from musicians
ev~n expands to th eir
Web site. Altpress.
com occasionally has
exclusive chats with
musicians. There is
also a podcast called
"The Alternative Press
Podcast" that has been
part of the Web site
for years. The podcast
typically consists of
interviews with musicians and live music
from the studio.
Overall, "Alternative P ress" is the best
alternative rock magazine out there. It has
everything you need
in a rock magazine:

terrific visuals, excellent album reviews
and musician input.
I couldn't see myself
reading any other rock
magazines on a regular
basis. "Alternative
Press" has been the
consistent leader in
alternative rock press. I
encourage you to pick
up the latest copy of
"Alternative Press" if
you are interested in
alternative rock. You
know I will definitely
be reading it!
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T-shirts ha\ e great potential to teach.
So we figure it's a good idea to share
the doctnne that God so IO\ingl)
gives m scripture through t·shirts
and other items. Shop \\ith us,
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and learn along the wa)'!
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Student Shifts From College

To Cavalry and Back
By SARAH KYLE

student reporter
ollege is a time
to learn, a time
to grow, a time
to make friends ... and,
for junior Paul Burkhead, a time to enlist.
In the middle of
his college experience
at Harding University,
Burkhead enlisted in the
Texas Army National
Guard Aug. 1, 2007,
wanting to give back to
a country that had given
him so many privileges.
"The fact that you're
doing something
good for your country,
something that regular
civilians don't get to do
. . . it means a lot to me,
and my family," Burkhead said.
Burkhead took a semester off for 16 weeks
of basic training last
spring, followed by seven
weeks in Advanced Individual Training where
he was taught to be a 19
Delta or Cavalry Scout.
"In essence, we're
descendents of the old
Cavalry in the Civil War
when they rode horses,"
Burkhead said. "In the
wars, those guys would
ride ahead of the infantry, and they would scout
out what was going on
and ride back."
Burkhead explained
that the modern-day
Cavalry performs essentially the same task,
going ahead in small
teams to gather information on the enemy,
including how many
personnel they have or
the weapons they have
at their disposal.
Burkhead said
that, upon joining the
military, he wanted to be
involved in something
more than a desk job but
had promised his mom

C

that he would not join
the infantry, which is
one of the most dangerous jobs in the military.
However, Burkhead still
found a way to be involved and told his mom
that he had become a
Cavalry Scout.
"She asked what they
do, and I said 'Well, we
actually go ahead of the
infantry,"" Burkhead
said. "And she said, 'Paul
Rynne Burkhead! I told
you not to.' I said, 'Well,
you told me not to go
infantry'"
After basic training and AIT, Burkhead
was able to return to
Harding, but he said the
transition was less than
smooth .
"You go from Harding, where everybody's in
a straight-up Christian
environment," Burkhead
said. "And then you go
into the army where
you have so many guys
who either don't believe
or they're just kind of
'whatever.' Then it was
really tough because
the language was totally different: everybody
cusses."
Burkhead said that
there was little to no
church presence on his
base, aside from chapel
every Sunday that he
said was "kind oflame."
After noticing that
there was no devotional
available for the soldiers
on Wednesday nights,
Burkhead decided to
host one in his bay.
"Nobody knew what
a devo was,"Burkhead
said.
Initially, the devotional was composed of
eight soldiers, but by the
end of the four weeks
that it was held, 18 had
joined the group. Burkhead said one soldier
from Mississippi didn't

know what to believe
and had started reading
the Bible: starting with
Revelation.
Burkhead suggested
that he read the Gospels
and invited him to chapel on Sundays, but the
soldier always refused.
Burkhead wondered if
any difference had been
made in the soldier's life
and received his answer
after taking a platoon
picture.
"Everybody signed
one of my pictures, and
he signed 'Be safe; be
careful when you go over
there," Burkhead said.
"And then he also wrote
'Wednesday I'm going
to go to church.' For him
to write that was a big
deal."
Two weeks after
returning to campus,
Hurricane Ike struck
the Galveston, Texas,
area on Sept. 13,
2008, and Burkhead
was called back home
to Texas to perform
search and rescue
work.
Burkhead said that
at the beginning of his
first semester back at
school and the start of
a new football season,
he was very reluctant
to be called to duty.
"I had a real selfish
attitude about it," Burkhead said. "But then on
the drive home, God
kind of spoke to me and
said 'You know what,
you need to get your
attitude straight.'"
After a long drive
home, Burkhead met his
unit at 7 a.m. and from
there took convoys to
Houston. From Houston, the unit traveled to
Victoria, Texas, and was
there when I ke hit.
Burkhead's unit was
the first in Galveston,
and Burkhead himself

drove the lead Humvee. Because of the
tremendous impact of
the hurricane, Burkhead
was forced to drive on
the wrong side of the
interstate.
"We were driving
south on the northbound side ofl-40
because there were literally boats sitting on the
interstate," Burkhead
said.
After entering the
city, Burkhead and his
team conducted the
initial search- andrescue operation with
several civilians from
California. While
many had evacuated prior to Hurricane Ike, those who
remained had been
forced to ride out the
Category 4 hurricane.
While picking
up various survivors,
Burkhead received
a call to pick up an
elderly lady who had
survived the storm.
"Her name was
Miss Daisy," Burkhead
said. "I'll never forget
her face. She just
looked like a zombie."
Miss Daisy had just
lost her home.
"I went and got
her, and we put her in
the van, and I started
talking to her. All of a
sudden she just started
crying about how her
house was gone and
how she was never
going to have a house
again," Burkhead said.
It was then, Burkhead said, that he
realized it wasn't just
about him.
"I got to leave
Galveston," Burkhead
said. "But for the
people that live there,
that's going to affect
them for years to
come and probably for

the rest of their life."
Burkhead said it
was in the storm and
damage that he saw
God.
"The power and
wrath of God is amazing," Burkhead said.
"[We] think we're so
powerful, and we're so
strong, and we're so
smart, and we've built
these structures, but
one thing can wipe it
all around."
While Burkhead
is currently protected
from deployment
overseas by the "College First" program,
he said he is ready for
deployment, despite
initial fears. Burkhead even considered
volunteering to deploy
with the 72nd out of
Texas in September,
but he said he knew
that he should finish
school.
"My time will come.
My unit is over there
in [Iraq] right now;
they left in August, and
I'm stuck in school, n
Burkhead said. "But
hopefully I get my
chance to go. n
As a social science major with plans
to coach high school
football, Burkhead said
the National Guard was
a good way to mix his
passion for both military
and civilian life.
"The cool thing
about a National Guard
soldier is one minute
you can be a civilian,
and the next minute
you can be mobile to
deploy and then come
back and be a civilian
again," Burkhead said.
"I think it's a pretty
noble calling because
not only do you do
your job here, but
you can defend your
country as well."

